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SPORTS: Young Tigers Look To Get Back On Track
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Town meeting to address underage drinking
By TOM 111111111V
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No negotiations
planned between
Vanderbilt, union
By GREG TRAVIS
'..tatt Writer
Hug to J brief sLate
released Wednesday hy
K
-Vonnahme. executive
ice president at Murray's
and
Chemical
Vanderbilt
%lineral (Orp there hate been
no further negoortions with the
local steelworker, union and
hedUiCti, either
110011:
in response to otir mo.I
recent inquiry, please mar that
there hate heen no further nego
anderhi It
nation. het% cen
Minerals
and
C'hems.. al
Ciwporation and the steelwork
Cr'. union and no new negotiations have blew adladded at ate
planned.- the release to the
runes read
%tuna% Ledger
ul

Vonnahme s.ud in an c 111.111
-The company is 111Cellttf ot
exceeding production levels that
existed pnor to the labor dispute
b uiiltiing supenisors as ,k
as temporary replacements
union
Approximately
employees of the Cnited Steel
Worker% 111879 were sent home
from the plant at midnight Feb
; when a contract between the
two parties aimed
Dwelt INC persideet ut the
union. hms maimaind ihmt mime
official'. west -wilily to silk.
.ind v. anted to talk." bat become
the were locked out of the plant
obey hmd embanked me lofty111116011r Her at tbe imidsection
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MI See Page 2A
MS. SPRING)S MBE:The Murray Ledger 6 Times announced its to Ms. Spring winners for 2006 Ashley Henson a
senior from Callersmoy County High School.(left photo)and Linda Dinh. a senior at Murray High School. were Isaac:tad from
a pool of candidata. They will appear in the Ledger & Times Ms Spring publication next month Pictured with the ran
ners at* their respective school pnncipals Yvette Pyle from CCHS and Teresa Speed from MHS

MCCH to maintain school nurse funds

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times Photo
Union employees of the United Steel Workers *879 Greg
Schroader (left) and Mark Hale continue their -informational
line' near Murray s Vanderbilt Chemical and Mineral Corp
Approximately 55 workers were sent home from the plant at
midnight Feb 3 when a contract between the two parties

By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Wnter
Both local superintendent,
were pleasantly surprised with
the hospital hoard's decision to
maintain the current funding for
their school nurses The Murray Hospital
County
Callow
Board of Trustees approved
Wednesday afternoon maintaining this year•s funding for the
coining school )ear That meant
Calloway County and Murray
school districts will each retro e
S10.000 plus SIO for each student to put toward their on-site
health professionals
Hut that decision came alter
some discussion about being
more financially consert ante
and cutting hack the total program cost from $67.000 to

$30.0011 hy going each sy stern
S7.5(10 plus 57 1.0 per student
Sc'.eral hoard members suggest
ed the dollar difference wasn't
significant enough to the hospital to cut the funds for the
schools.
This program reflects in
would he considered part of the
mission of a public hospital.**
Judge
County
Callow ay
Executit e Larry Elkins. who
serves on the hoard. said "
know we can't support e‘er
thing that comes along. hut this
is a community health issue
Hospital CEO Keith Bailey
talked to both (*allow ay ('ount:‘
Superintendent Steve Hoskins
Independent
Murrav
and
Superintendent Bob Rogers
before bringing the mailer to the

hoard He inftwined them he w r• ule thr
Plus
going to propose a !c percent Caton ;1 •
their loth':,inre
.ut in the program
. :he% tend to
Hoskins and Rogers wett. tem medical
,I health
training. eipopri
hut Jet nitelt grate
surprised
tor the de.ision to keel, otitis- At toll
tul
Hoskin% said me Wisher 01
the 2110-0h funding in plate tor
lamthes the touch with than
the 6.on'oni.:
That
services it. priceless
-Th.11.• great Ins glad to
mac'
hear that I'm tickled to death money es very. ver)
that they did that.- Hoskins sod he said
Murray took-a girth* ado'
after learning of the decision
me _mule 'Mk rt.. tondo, at the
later Vs ethiesdat afternoon
••The hospital hoard has had start of the uryrut school tear
tot g
such .1 peat relationshtp with The hospital moues !.
vh
social workct
both school districts That reallv
helps us out kke have two nurs- I Urlent: t roran ClafTC11111lp h.tic •
.We will use it fix -.ante Mir
e% here. and I'm not sure we'd
he able to have both it it wi:TC11
is
for the money from MCCH •
tiurses Vieki William, and
Tina Ryan hate a regular sched •See Page 2A
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Local counselor's trial postponed Wednesday
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
After three closed-door MCC(
Mg- with both :Morrie!.s. Judge
Charles Ehlschide postponed the
trial for the local counselor who
faces nine misdemeanor charges
of practicing psychology without J license
Assistant county attorney Jeff

Partly Cloudy

Roberts and defense attorney
Mike Ward vent seedy 40 mm
ate% in three meetings ielking
about es idence reined to the
counselor
against
charges
Stet en Alexander
Alexander's bench trial was
scheduled to start Wednesday
morning in Calloway Ihstrict
Court before Bibichide. a senior
fudge who was appointod

handle the matter alter Calktway
lbstrict Judge Jeanne Carroll
recused herself The Judge said a
new tnal date will he scheduled
Ion someone its the coming to
Jays
"We thought we had all the
dot:titers we needed hot ,otitc
.it the disco% ery led to .01cl at.
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House Dems scoff at Senate budget Pliceshe'llim
By JOE IMESK
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT. K) (API Top House Democrats wolfed at
the GOP led Senate's Wort
counterprtiposal
Wednesday.
setting up a round ot negotiations between the to chambers
(*.how the state should divvy
about $18 billion over the next
two years.
Rep Harry Moberly. the
House budget chainnan. called

the Senate plan "quite painhe
and said it was "not good for
educatian SI any level."
Moments later, House members
voted word the Semmes budget
— a padaroramary F°
cedwe required to begin the
talks aimed at resolving Na4et
my di/fen:ems between the two
chambers.
1 would sort of co
MID
aa cram"said
D•RWasoad. 'Each page dui

Questions posed about
Chantilly parking lot plan
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
Murray
Planning
Commission wanted Chantilly
Place des eloper John Downs to
Lome to its meeting .md pros nie
inure information On why fencing surrounding the neighborhood a as constructed and a
parking lot not paws!
Well, the commissioners got
Doan, to its meeting Tuesday
night. hut they didn't realty get
any mote mlormation
Downs said he never intend,-‘1 to past: the parking lot and
lences were itinstructed behind
niuses as they were built
With clear-cut sides. the
Liimmission invited l)owns hack
agalli In the coming months, the
suit will organize a meeting that
includes records of pao Oteetmgs and any other document,
related to the development
-You'll have more than a
summary you can haw. any decision on.- commission attorney
\like Pitman.
Only one of the three pow He penalties is applicable.
!munitions or prohibiting building permits aren•t options
het:.iuse _Abe- subdis ision is
already developed. But fines
could he imposed in amounts
ranging from S 10 to 1.300 for
each conviction. meaning each
day is a different offense.
according to Pitman.
• want to hear the tape."
commissioner Mart Peebles
said "You's e got a man who
says he never said he'd pint: the

Town Crier
NOTICE
IN The Murray City Council
will meet at 6 30 tonight at
city hall The agenda include
the first reading of the budget
amendment for the Calloway
County Renaissance Center
and the authorization for the
City of Murray to be responsible for the local airports
S100.000 loan The public
works committee will meet at
5 45 p m to review bids for a
street sweeper The transportation committee will meet
at 6 p m to discuss various
items
• The South 641 Water
District will meet Monday at
4 30 p m in the district office
II The Murray City Council
finance committee will meet
to begin the annual budget
process at 5 15 p m April 11
II To report a Town Crier
item call 753-1916

parting lot."
David Roberts, the city's
director of planning and engiwenn& told the commission
when the subdivision was presented to the city in 1993 the
parking and fencing were part of
the agreement.
The situation is complicated
because the subdivision off
Founh Street was actually
des eloped under Alpha Omega
Properties Inc.. of which Downs
V. as president. But that corporation has been administratively
dissols ed. which Pitman told the
commission could he done it J
group fails to stirs in good standing with Kentucky 's secretary of
state office hy tiling an annual
retain and paying minimal tees
But Downs told the commission he pays the small amount 01
propeny taxes Of the lot that
was designated for parking. The
plan was for the kit to he deeded
to a homeowner -association
which %AN supposed to be
formed after right homes were
built
"Parking was provided at that
location about foe years ago
We put grasel there and cos crest
it with white rock and compactDossns said of the propered
ty that nosy has weeds growing
through it "It a as newt our
intention to do any more with
the parking than we did. As for
the fencing. we built it as we
built the homes"
Several empty lots along the
south side of Chantilly Drise -the subdivision's only street
now belong to Habitat
Humanity, which builds hon,
for low Ancona. families.

Forecast
Tonight will he mostly
cloudy with lows around 10
Unday will he partly cloudy
with highs in the upper 40k and
I v.5 in the lower 10s
Saturday will he partly
loud with highs around 50

Addition
lao items approved by the
Calloa ay County Fiscal C'ourt
were mails ertently omitted
from Wednesday '• article.
nu: court mosed the meeting time to 5 30 p.m dunng the
summer months beginning in
Npril It also mused the May 16
meeting to May 23 May in is
the date I wt Kentucky's Pnmary
lee lion

you turs, you cry a little ha
mom.Sonate lawmakers appooed
their budget proposal us a 38-0
sou Tuesday. mid the House
passed its version on•99-0 vOte
earlier das month Whether lawmakers can reach a compromise
in their budget negotiations
remains to be seen.
Lawmakers have a track
record of leavens Frankfort
v. ithout passing a star budget
Negotiations broke down in
2002 and 2004. prompting lawmakers ID serettahie the following years to pas a budget. ThenGov. Pawl Pates amtO.Ernie
Fleacher MO Ode pommies'
badiaasy voids
-- &Was
as eamecadve'pod* plans
There were numerous differ
ences between the chambers'
spending blueprints, which
could become points of contention during their talks.
Among them could lie the
fate of a proposed multipurpose
arena in downtown Louisville.
Fletcher and Senate President
David Williams have pushed for
building the arena along
Louisville',
riN erfrout.
,However, the House plan recommended building the facility
it an alternate site further
inland. Both plans contained the
state's share ot $75 million
Moberly said the Senate
budget was "not good for children" and was lacking in money
for education. hit instance. the
Senate plan removed a Houseendorsed appropnation of S50
million for new technology in
Kentucky's public schools.
Moberly said.
also
lawmakers
Senate
included an additional tat,

Wasp Pao Dispailausat
•A Irma ma mooted at 1830 ain. at 1304 Chestnut $t
•lila* Wok 311, of aww was arrested he Watby unit/Out hang
lass than 11300 she,a shong complaint was reported at Wal-hatet
at 3:35 p.m. tanday.
• Extra patrol wee 'squealed altar a burglary wee 'spoiled at 1506
Cliuguid Cons.at 436 p.m. istondey
Univeraity Niko Dimmanoinsat
OM,
• A Melt was reported at Rear Arens at 815 pm Tuesday
Someone cams to Public fidgety to raPart•ea Phone *low tram
the arena. A case was opened for theft by unisedul Wing more than
$300
Celleway County Ilherlff's Daparteent
• Someone cams Into the Momenta* at 404 pm Tuesday to mast
he tire being cut at the Largo's parking lot A cnnunal modest car
Won opened
• A Melt was ripened at a shop on Ky 94 East behind Wormy
Convenience Soo at 442 pm Tuesday
Marsha County Sheri,* Daparliassit
• Dora Bowerman. 78. of Hardin. reported Tuesday lhat someone
took a metal cart from her shed on Widens Street The cart it valued
Rep. Harry Moberly
at $15
D-Richmond
— intormalon is stained from reports, loge
and altalions from vanous apnoea.
sotiosol da). — a plan endorsed
by Fletcher in his own budget
proposal Moberly said his
Senate counterparts "added days
to the calendar, hut didn't pay
for it."
Sen Charlie Borders. Rt;raN so'n hairman ,ilthc Senate
Appropriations aild Rs:SCOW:
Committee, said htiltigeleefs Staff Report
he behind Jackie Capps. 44. of
would likely reconsider some of Murray Ledger & Times
Murray, who was waning kJ turn
the unisersity projects that had
like a domino elect, three left trom I, S 641 onto Green
been cut to -see if we can justify vehicles were involved in a col- Plains Road in her 2005 Ford
funding" them.
lision Tuesday on U.S. 641 Ranger. as-cording to Deputs
Lawmakers are scheduled to
Brandon Ciallimore's report
finish most of their work by South near Green Plains Road.
Ciallimore said Jones car
Helen Jones, hi. of Haiel,
Monday and take a break before
struck
Davis' vehicle, which
was
1992
driving
her
Ford
returning in April to consider
any
possible gubernatorial Taurus southbound on I.' 5 641 then hit Capp,' truck. All of thc
at X:05 a.m. Tuesday when she vehicles were leaded south tit,
vetoes
Borders said he thought laded to stop behind two other I S 641
budget talks could but through vehicles stopped, according to a
A private vehicle transported
the weekend or they could be Calloway County Sheriff'. Jones to Murray
resolsed more quickly.
County Hospital to be checked
Department report.
-Ohs musty each chamber
Julia A. Davis, 64. of out, according to the police
feels pretty good about what Eatomon. Ga., had her 20tal report
they sent forward '•
Toyota Tacoma stopped in traf-

Domino-effect wreck
injures Hazel woman

•Forum ...

•Nurses ...
From Front
good expencnie this year with
has ing the social worker to help
I would say we'll probably look
at going that route again "
Cronin
works
—
along with
the district's
family
resource
center director and nurse
--- with students
and
families at
Hoskins
all
three
school,
"Between
the three of
them, they
an
meet
awful ha of
needs and
offer a lot of
services
The) aren't
typical type
positions."
Rogers said. -We are very
appreciative of the hospital
hoard for doing that They 'Ye
been a real partner"
In other business, the hospital
board.
II Approved purchasing a64slice CT scanner for S I .32 million and digital mammography
tor
$41 X,000.
equipment
Neither racholog.y expense was
included in the budget
II Learned Dr. Samuel
Spn:he. an ear, nose and throat
surgeon. is leasing this month

and currently owes the hospital
More than 5500010 Bailey said
the hospital has sent him a letter
collections
initiating
the
pokes.
(hi a related note, the details
for Paducah ENT Dr. Shawn
Jones to open a part-time
Murray oil cc are being final•
lied. At the first of. April. Jones
will establish an otolaryngology
practice with intentions to
include another ENT by July 1.
2008. according to the hoard's
resolution he expansion would
mean a full-tune practice, even
though the Medical Executise
Committee has made an exception to let Jones keep a consulting status, which means he
won't he on-call like actise
physictans.
-We are going an exception
to our bylaws in exchange for a
commitment for a practice to
grow.- Bailey said.
physicians
Some
were
against the exception, but a
majority
of the
Medical
EDOMMINe Committee :ippon ed
the decision. -No one really had
any problem with Dr. Jones
coming here." Chief of Staff Dr.
Dan Butler said
•Approved bidding banking
services to local bank. (sing
the same institution for its services. including checking, payroll
and insestments. will likely sasc
the hospital money, according to
MCCH Vice President for
Financial
Services
Brad
Bloemer's comments to the
hoard

0/ FINANCING
0 FOR 36 MONTHS
OR UP TO $1200 CASH BACK!
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Take your productivity to the max with Casa IH tractors And
rsow, during the BIG RED SALES EVENT, you can pay no
interest for 38 months OR ain up to $1200 cash back,
Models ranging from le lo 85 PTO hp (13.7 to 63.4 kW) provide the perfect combination of power and value to mach the
sobs you do. bath 0% financing. reliable pada and emelt
service, you owe it to your bottom Ina to talk to your Cams Iff
dealer today
Hurryf Offer ends June 30. 2006.
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III Trial ...
the disability fwanng, tor which
the counselor provided reports
The district court hearings deter
mine whether someone needs a
guardian
Roberts
Ehlschidc
said
ohtected to the continuance

"We were set to go to trial
today and full) expected to go,"
Roberts said in an interview
alter the coon appearance. "We
understand the Ridge's ruling.
hut we were looking forward to
going to trial and getting it over
with"

•Union ...
& Cats
Z HWY.641 N. • MURRAN
753-1725 — 1-800-472-8852

ALL TREES & SHRUBS
NEVER STOP DRIVING.

Kraemer and other members in an expert panel dunng the ineetm.,
and lotto% mg short speeches by Hudgins and Watts. A short filo.
titled. This Place.- will also he show-n
-It shows how students feel about underage drinking and what
their helLISIOD is while involved in alcohol use. Kraemer said it's
quite An 42",!• e opener Foe seen it and if,shocking in some regard. sir
it hopefully he one of those things that will make parents and stake
holders in this community stand up and say -wait J minute
Kraemer said the city was fortunate to have attracted the
Hudgm's attention, who will not appear any where eke in the stale
for the es ent
"To my knowledge, nobody in the state is getting hon.: she said
-He has decided that this is the community that he wants to come to
He will spend the full day Monday in our community \toting with
business people We're really thrilled that we're going to have that
kind of clout.According to Kraemer. everyone. hurch groups. civic cluh.
educators. law enforcement. government. and the public ate encour
aged to attend and participate Criminal iustice students at MSC
have volunteered to get as many fellow students to the event as possible, according to Kraemer
-All of the residential college students have been ins ited as well
as the social v•ork, nursing. safety and health and other students
have been invited." Kraemer said, noting that many of the MSC
sororities and fraternities have volunteered to help keep underage
drinkers out of parties and other events that might ins ols e alcohol
Kraemer said the forum will deal only with illegal underage
drinking and not a the legal use of alcohol hy adults.
"Were not tea totalers We recognize that there is legal use tin
alcohol. We just want to do es erything we can iii keep it away from
those under the age of 21, and particularly children." she said.
Kraenier said she hopes high school and college students at MSt
will attend the meeting and participate. Preceding the meeting the
Murray Middle School Step Club and the Calloway County Middle
School Speech Team will perform.
Calloway County ASAP is 4 Cohs011111111 01 law enforcement,
government, education, co lc, church, business and other representatives working to deal with the problem of substance abuse. For
more information about .ASAP or the town hall meeting contact
Kraemer at 762-7333.
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From Front

From Front
or U.S. 641 and

Pella Way to
keep people aware ot the status
ot the negotiations
In a presiously-released. prepitied statement. Vonnahme said
the company had expressed its
willingness to continue negotiations, but the union had not
responded to the company's
offer.
A. of Wednesday, workers
were still posted at their 'film

national line
Bell. who' could not rit
reaLhed tor comment, has said
that workers acre sent home
after asking repeatedly to continue to work He said iithai
time the main dilterenses
between the two sides centered
around an insurance plan.
The Murray plant is a major
rubber chemical manufacturnil
facility and produces retrokuni
additives and specialty cheini
al,
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Democrats' Reid criticizes Bush as 'dangerously incompetent'
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svsso( in the White House
'sstif meat apperebas
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ATV helmet proposal approved
by Senate health committee
By BRUCE SCHREINER
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT. Ky (AP
A bill dim would regime'ow
kers to wear helmets when riding all terrain %chicks too& an
alternate path toward the lull
Kentucky Senate
A scakd-back sermon featuring a fatm exemption was addaed
to a separate measure by the
Senate Health and Welfare
Cosamilkee on Wedsiesdai The

actilie ewe. shortly after the
ATV hoiantioli reniamil stuck
I the Senme Trensperigios
Canikese.
"This was a hedge in mike
•ure it got through one way or
maker." said Health and
t'ommittee
Welfare
Chairwoman Julie Dentiwi. RI•suissilk

lkruon said she was told by
the Senate's Repahlices
ship that the agricikund eumoion was needed to gamer idVislCiii Senate support
"I don't like the as
thin hut
but I can concede thaii
that's what it hikes to giotit

through so thor's at leset saw
protectioo somewhere." Deem
said
Sen. Joe% Pendleton said the
farm eveeption would mkt
enforcement difficult.
-There'll he a ka of people

hiding behind agricultural purposes." he said
The result could be more
youngsters dying in ATV crashes. PeniMelon said.
"If we're sincere about doing
something. then les clo it right
the first time and let's not let
The %ersion that passed the Another family grieve through
House b J 1,1111011Jhk margin the kiss of a child." he said
Pendleton. D-Hopkinss
would require ioungsters underage I h to we.0 helmet. %sheiks - said aXouple of youngsters cheitet riding .AT% s on ornate or in AT% crashes in his western
Kentucki district in the pest 10
putiiic property
The Senate Health and
Weltare Committee %ow.] lot a
ditterent sersion that would
evempt ioungsters trom wearing helmets when doing tarot
chores aboard tour-wheelers
The AT% helmet language

was added to a House-passed
hill aimed at increasing lead
screening
Kentueks

for

children

in

non would
k MAO: J 11111
loophole

"It would
encourage
more kids to
he
riding
ATV s with.
oul helmets
she
on."

Pendleton
said
Finn worried the hill featuring the ATV proposal would he
weighed down by mu nher
anlendinent on an marts dii

fermi topic.

That amendment. also Lis ked
on hi the Health and %%altar.:
Committee, would present
local air pollution control dis
met from passing regulations
that are more stmigent than state
or leder -1 standard•. The
amendmeht was offered by
Republican Sol Dan Scum of
of
critic
a
Louts% ilk,
Louisville's Strategic Tosic Air
keduetiiin priTram
Finn said she would pretei
months The most recent death that the Senate deal with J hill
focused solely on ATA
was last Sunda when J I4-year
That hill was scheduled to he
old was thrown trout j four
the
hy
wheeler Another teen was seri- heard Y.ednesday
ously minted in the crash Police Transportation Committee but
said the youngsters weren't never got its tum Committee
chairman Brett Guthrie said
wearing helmets
Another leading supporter of afterward the delay occurred so
the hill. Michele Finn with the a couple of Mellthers abscnt
Brain Injury A•sociation it from the hearing could attend a
future ineetigt:
he tarn, tiskimp
Kenn', I,,

the

Kentucky Equine Education
Project kEEP1 has made a
to
the
donation
S5.000
Kentucki 1-H Foundation This
donation will go to help establish the Aest Camp's Horse
Program that will he implemented in 2007 This program is est)
mated to impact its et 540 oath
from .16 counties during the
orgamiatton's nine-week camp
mg season
**We're pleased to he working
Kentucks 4-H
with the
Foundation.- said Jim Na..out.
KEEP Executive Director -One
of KEEP's long term goals is to
support and help grow equine
H programs throughout the
state It is at this local level
where children learn the proper
can' ot horses and %aluahle safeinformanim. There is something magical between children
and animals and our organization full supports opportunities
for children across our state I.
work with horses and devekir
satiable skills at an early age
These children will then he our
horse mdustri leaders of UNTIOr-

Cdlit Ji 1011

grassrisi•s 11.111dillg ‘141111111ttec

to
pros irk t mancial support to 4-H

state

program.. breed associations.
horse shoss. and CS.111 I tIt'

For more 'Worm:own on
visit
KEEP
V. SS is hOrst'sN 4,6 ,om

lb." lad

is pins Or Imam damene
hod
piebbet
ban lb
61001111118L" and he
amormil aid alblink* alai
ba war at m MA
llightinme

,11114

easne. 111,11111111
said '''Sher
assosemletiatt Wing 'me tit —
the Amok= people emi ski 01
,hat
send to cheep CORM
he* ... I thud the plemsdnit
the need is
haying his heed
ant ping ID do die tick
liddescithed osediess se
Iraq as low
cal weir"
-I don't know how yes
define end is as We know
they're karat an louver of 14)
Iraqis a dry Al Wel its a lowgrade cosi! w sr" he said

the Murras State University
Agricultural
ot
School
Equestrian Program and will
provide instruction on riding
fundamentals. plus 'MORS OR
the care and grooming for the
horse.
-Once all initial program
needs arc met. the Kentucky 4H Youth Development. Murray
nd the UK
ntscrsit
State
EqUIDe Eviension Department
envision deseloping this program beyond the beginner
thus adding even more shailengtng da.o.es tot our campers.said Chris Clahes. Kentucky 4Evecutive
Foundation
H
Director "It can espand the
horse program and horse awareness to areas of 4 II that have
not had the opportunity in the
tor its suppast I thank
port of our Mons"
KEEP was formed in May
2004 to promote and protect
Kentuck% •s horse industry
Since that time its membership

-caa sad be"

illinay Sad diimminil
moot se unedia
at a way
the
diannonon eu wen*
we One UR berg seed to heep
Amedesit pm* tale and
hems mid so hap MO *it war
on serree." Rounds sad

Die chief said sa.eallionr. anal we of
..41u.sew else has abducted the fassibp.
The Ill Mailed 410 abn tor a Pei 2006
To.via Sams van with ilimers.ce Wails pines
NDX-21111.
Winkkr's hod) s as fumed whim he eft'
appear kw wordily sets he wednesiley night
a__..01 Ihe church went in di perstease sod ewe s key in Nor illt hone barks
mid
limey weer a and Weed hun dead lay mg by
Street ('hutch Christ. where he was the minthe bed.- die chid ma
ister. Selmer Police Chief Neal Reeks said
TIM spokerroinai leantlet Johnson said
The missing children were identified a.
the parson Breanna %inkier. aft I . Mal) Alice Winkler. ts. there were MO Mph Of keyed elfilf
who is 3 feet tall and weighs about 40 pounds.
kin Wonkier and her diddles were last ken
feel tall And
Patricia Winkler. X. who is
weights about es() pounds All are white females lase "Neulay afternoon Burk.sod Mrs Wonkier
e*awnteacher at
had worked As A substitute
sth
tar
the two older girls ha.e tkuli brown hair
Authorities also are searching tot their moth- t. school that day
The couple had 114 id in Selmer for about a
er. Mari Winklet. who is ;2. 5-loot- 1. and

API
The 111.111.1.11
Bureau ot 111%47%0161mm issued a 1111111111Vidc
Amber Alen Thursday morning After a West
Tennessee pastor was found shit 10 *oh and
his family missing
The children, ranging in age IntuitI to are
ntiavini from Selmer. about 140 miles east of
hitighis in M4:\airs t.iitnit%
Then lather. Matthew Winkler. 31. was found
dead in J bedroom of the penitently of fourth

weighs about 120 pounds. arkl they heheve she
is with the shildren
"We're lust really puiiled.- Hurts said "Ake
need to talk to her "

)eat. he said
Tennessee authorities have asked anyone

who sees the s an or has other information to call
toll-leee at I t40Ih TB1

School bus struck by dynamite-laden truck
No injuries reported from accident
%1-KSA11-.14S.
Woodford County school
was hit by a owls loJded with
dynamite Vtiednesday hut there
were no senou• injuries
Woodford County school.
Superintendent Paul Stabler said
the bus driver and an aide and

.

it thou told
He nalal-lawale

the

/ et inc,

Stabler said the tsus was car
dirianute
pounds

[sr es.-hool student on hoirilwere
hocLtd out at a hospital kit

ruing

"bumps and bruises" and were
rekased
left
Thc bus was making

The drier ot the truck
refused treatment The truck.
Inc
/if
hi
owned

turn at about noon EST when the
trus I. rear-ended the bus.
et sallies Polk c 'hie! John
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Kommunity Kidz Karnival

•

12 p.m. - 2 p rn
(Balloons Games Candy, Clowns
Prizes Face-Painting Puppets)

14°

•

JP

•

Elm Grove Baptist Church
6483 State Rt 94E • Murray, KY • (270)753-7321
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The West Camp Horse
Program will he partnering with

*Weft

SELMER. Tenn

in
programs
Kentu.ky During that time.
more than S20.0n11 has been distributed to 4-H clubs across the

to mole Ohm 9.4tili
has
memhers. including more than
h50 iumor members across the
state In 211W Kt-I-Pdev eloped J

Cemium ipairmme %dm
11•111.6 said the sermies lins

Tenn. pastor dead,family missing

KEEP makes donation to 4-H Foundation
LEXINCiloN. hy

isouv

MAU%

trim
"To ste *inn hoe drew

www.BANKWITHHERITAGE.com

•

It's easier than vou think.
tog on to see how.

HERITAGEBANK
YESTERDAY. TODAY! TOMORROW
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Keeping religion
out of politics

RECENT U.c. CUSTOMS SEIZURt OF PRESCRIPTION DRUGS FROM CANAPA HAVE
9ENIOR RELIVING PROHIBITION

aenid
i ai!
dc
netsiz
amositt
.Lt
.06:44clis.ziii
roditeirlytiro:iiiiii
—i7Teliek and state from di
to looking at air issue of sepwatia
Wrong prrspectite
iod out of
ig
sepal ming church and state should not mum Init
' about
ibengel be
the alir•
oseiniLiCni Instead.
Indeed. dim nes
•
4.1114: 1111.1134:114.4: sit politicians out of
nalion's founders
si hat
Our country was built on
tundamental Clinaban v
(• Th ii i• w fit I pers,n t
,_
,ottAl to' ilaiiit Ba112Sen. Daniel
of th,
th
alio% =
aws.

Mongiardo

aiditiok and mobil.: oink;
iles•
k was proMMing religion
tram die inustievance of
• ..stv that ...Us u.i INtl 0411 101etilighlal. Indeed. wareisio alms the
s'iiik3l corruption of religion stretch hack dwough the
\i st‘q1e, 4i0 tears Wore the birth of Christ. stated that "a
Th.ist put on thc appeatallie of uncorrunondcsotit to reliin order for
.ui
to appear(iod-tearing and pious
,miens notI rebel against his it".11111
Senate 'WI 2.41 is a good etaiiipk It is a proposed constitutional amendment with set en parts Allowing the posting ot the Ten
t ointrundinents is inly one
tried .1p111%i Sellate Hill 236. hut not hecallse 01 the Ten
.ommandments I toted against it because it goes on to remot all
iudscial otersight of the legislatite branch and to remote the abili•
t of cintens to challenge the legislature through the courts
The L S Supreme Court ruled last Citt that posting the Ten
Commandment% a,part of J historical display is constitutional
that's what is called tot in House Bill 2771 Proposing a consinu
mina' aim-minim in Kentucky is therefore lifilleievkar
To the 'ttent that Senate Hill 2 41 goes tar beyond the Ten
Commandments to undermine our system of government. it is
ungodly
by invoking
•
Certain politicians are trying to deceive citizass
selected pans ot the Bihie. They are ming religion as -cover
pushing unrelated corium ersial measures Sadly. when citizens
allow dimwit es to he deceo ed. religion is corrupted in the
process.
Any explintaihem of religion to gam political power 114111.4 raise
e‘enone s suspicion and alert us to the possible nse of tyranny
S Supreme Court's ruling and House
When considenng the
. Semite Bill 2 10 certainly seems more ty numical 111.an
Rill
, hut
_ Rut what does this say about not only the politicians
p401.1,
also the cm/ens who base been deceit ed til %UMW( It
Students of. the Bible Are aware of Godwarning of an "increase
. will
diXel%et% in later times" Scripture tells us these &ill% et,
he hard to detect, looking like an "angel of light from heat en.- "a
%wit in sheep's clothing " We are warned that "many will he
deceit ecl." and "eten the *elect may be decetted."
Ciiiiens must be al:dant against politicians who wrap them Alt es in the Cloth ot the I ord. and then proceed to do "ungodly"
thing.s. using religion to hide their deceptite tyranny These point,nal. break at least one of the Commandments they claim to honor-Thou shalt not take the name of the Lord thy God in tam." And
there is absolutely nothing Christian about the wa these %AMC
witness
lioltth. Ian, go about •'doing unto others" by "bearing false
against their neighbors." and "killing • .mother's character by using
lake, negant e attack campaigns to win elections
Just as disturbing as the deceit ins are those who tall prey to the
kicceptim. then unwittingly do the Jet ifs work by misleading others Again. we should not he surprised by their action,.. the Bible
Nam. Us against them
A %larch h kiter. signed by -Pastor Joe Bt0% les and Shirley
[troy le," and distributed by the Kentuclo.
,ondenms those who sotd against Senate Rill 230
Those who support this political misuse of religion hate either
set out is' &erste. or fallen to deception In which category does
the Pro-Family Coalition tall'
Religious leaders need to he concerned with protecting the san.,
tit of religion from the corrupting influence of politics They
should he warning us not to he misled by politician,who use reli.
gion as a means to gam totes and power Instead, in recent scars.
we hate seen the corrupt politicians who I;urrrntl dominate national politics succeed again and again in part heiall•e 01 the support of
those who hat e fallen to deception
As Abrahan lincoln said. "Non can tint% fool all of the people
American% are tired of being tooted, and are ted
some of the
up with the esplonation ot religion for political gain. Amencans
are beginning to understand the words of Aristotle Wr question
politician,who put on the "appearance of uncommon Jet own to
religion*. in order to cote' their tyranny.
The future 01
On Alen tor political and religious deceit ers
our Commonwealth and out nation depend on it' As the Bible sat •
Then t ou will know the truth and the truth will set you free..
0 Hazard

LibluRSI

Bush spending `political capital'
V. ASHISCION mAPi —
•
President Bush-says he,
spending his remaining "political capital" on the war in Iraq
The trouble is. he tn.o ha% e little left
Nith his approt al ratings at
a low point and no end in sight
in the war Rush is tit Ing to
replenish his assets with
direct appeal lo the nation that
emphasues the posnite hut
also concede, grim realities
WWI*WI
a midi:muse
one
tot the W fine House
that is taking Hush ask trom
speaking about Iraq primanly
on military bases and hetore
other supportise audiences
Lately he's been speaking
more candidly about the wan
and taking more musro mou
questions He's making an
aggresot case
"He's going into the lion s
den And I think it's a tough
thing for him to do." said Boss
Baker. J political scientist at
Rutgers I nut ersity "Rut its
something he has to do One
criticism has been his isolation.
not lust physical isolation hut
intellectual isolation He's now
gotten to the point where he',
conceding that there are great
difficulties He's not simply
cheerleading "
Terrorists in Iraq "haten't
go en up The .re tough-minded They like to kill." Rush
told a %%hue House new• conference on Tuesday The d•I
before he fielded pointed
questions for an hour from a
col., club in Cleteland "I
understand people being dis
heartened when they turn on
their TV screen." Bush said
"Nobody likes beheadings

121171-10141
Mill A lotiii•11 %tr.• %Itirra%.
Moto. 12:01 713-I'll(,• Pas (27111 753-1927
M.11. - Fri 7:341 a.m. - p.m •I:lowed !VI. Stiti.

In.Salket. F shin,
%king- I asik•h•-r. ka%rnr•sint 14gr
Jill Nlypiorfr, I.lip•ifirdt. Mgt_

enter poll
"The public is losing conti
,lence in the war. Opinions
about !ray are feeding the tires
-4- discontent with President
Hush more generally." Pew's
director. \riche* Kohut. said
fuestlay
Kohut said Bush's nation-al
seemly credentials - since J
were dam
GOP strong suit
AP aged hy the furor mei the
Hush bowed to political
president's support of a leal to
reality His and \ ice President
turn ot er terminal management
Dick Cheney 's out'dent
at sit I S ports to J sijtC
ef the past three
assessments
s,wneiJ company based in
ears about progress in Iraq
Dubai, pan ot the l nited Arab
hate complicated Mon% to
Emirates
restore public faith in his
l'or sure. Bush still see,a
national secunty leadership.
glass that's half full rather than
strategists in both parties sughalt empty in terms ot his Iraq
gest
record.
The war ha% been weighing
In both his Ckseland
on Republicans who wt!i he on appearance and the White
the ballot in \member
House news conference, he rat
\early, lour of foe
tied off achievements and
Americans, including 70 perinsisted Iraq was firrtil on the
cent ot Republicans, hehete
road to democratic stability
'.it war will break out in Iraq.
But his tone was sober. He
an AP-Ipsos poll taken in early
held out the possibility of a
Starch found. Bush on Tuesday t S troop presence in Iraq for
said Iraq is not now in a state
many years. He said a tull
ot eitil war
withdrawal would depend on
\lore people say they
decisions by future t. S presihdiese Bush is "out of touch
dents and Iraqi gosernments
with go\ eminent.- 56 percent.
"i• m optimistic about being
than thought that of President
able to achieve a %min. but
Reagan. 47 percent. at a COMI'm also realistic." Bush said
h“. se,;WO
hl, !MIL'
He said if be were not cer..ttn of e‘entual success "Id
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pull our troops tutu
After his
with J 5 million tote margin
in the popular tote. Rush
claimed a •et0ftd-term mandate that hr. ught him "political
" He said then that he
mended to spend it on pushing
through his agenda. which
included a illatOt ir\ efhaUl sit
Social Security
Social Security was sidetracked And. while Rush .,an
‘1.1.1111 some domestic %Whine,
mans top agenda items cowl'
ue is' languish
A hat hecanne ot that pohn
cal capital'"I d "kJ% m sperkl
lag that capital on the war.'
Bush told reporters "Social
it didn't get done."
Security
he added
With man Republicans
putting distance hetvseen them
sett es and Rush on Iraq.it
on t fear where etactly he
was spending the capital
'Vs hat political capital does
he hate' He doesn't hate:My
on fray.- said Stephen Wayne.
a prillesslif 01 got eminent at
Georgetown l nitersity "It
Was J hogus slaini He was
emboldened by his election
ictory, which he tiewetj as J
referendum on his presickno
and on his party "
Rush on Tuesday conceded
Republicans were restite and
ner% %sus
"They .re eih\ isioslt el,pfew
lug concerns." Rush said "It's
an election sear, alter all
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Christian peace activists freed
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Mit• Nerreell. 62. Murray. died Tuesday. March 21. 2006. it
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COMMUNITY
Make a Difference Day will
be Saturday at Stewart Stadium

Red Cross
will offer
disaster
training
Calloway (..inirity ('hapici
of Minim Red Cross will
teniees amain
um Sellearday heginsiai at 9
LM. al lit Calief for Health
& %Vanessa Murray-Calloway
Comity Nominal.
"Shelter Operion' i the
name of the cuoine Its purpose is to prepare Rod Cross
and other agencies staff to
effectisely and sensitisely man
age' shelter operations J,
leant. and to meet the needs
it people displaced is .1 result
sit a disaster.
Tory l)aughrity executise
director ol the Iota! chapter.
said the course is an excelIllhers and
lent ctIllilfse for
employees of shelters tor the
Red Cross or other agencies
in Calloway County
This is a tVlallIfed class l0
heCINfle J completely trained
disaster y.$1Ulltetl In the Ameran Red Criss. lire -requisite'.
tor the class ins lode "Introduction to Disaster and -Mass
Both can he
Care (heme
pertonned as self-studies.
-Introduction to l)isaster- Is
asailable online at www.redCare
-Mass
crossorg.
(hen le% is as ailahle hy contacting the Red Cross chapter
at 754-1421
4 .hapter anti
- The
Lakeland ('hapter are working
to monk: disaster training the
set:4HW SaillItla of es Cry nit onai
to those interested in becom
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Calloway meeting will be tonight

Calloway County Schools Comprehensise District Improve
merit Planning Committee will meet tonight at 6 p.m. in the
hoard of education meeting room Plans for work on developing the district plan for the .118/6-2007 school yew will he the
nuin agenda All stakeholders are welcomed to mend.

NARFE meeting on Friday

KcntucI L .ikc Chapter 01 National \%.601:1.111O11 sit Retired
Federal Employees will mart I-Way at noon at Holmes Restaurant. Ky. Hwy. 121 North. Murray. Bob flargn)%e sit The Murray Bank will he the speaker. All members and other retired
federal employees are urged to attend

Mother to Mother Group to meet

Mother to Mother, a support group for hreastteeding moms,
is scheduled to meet Fnday at 10 10 a to at Calloway Public
I ihrary Featured will he refreshments and door pri/es Pregnant rooms, dads and older children are welconie I-or MOM
information call Heather Duffy at 416-565-

Hospital Relay for Life plans promotions
P,lotos provided
AARP VISIT: Members of AARP:s local chapter in Murray visited with Sen Ken Winters and
Rep Melvin Henley in Frankfort recently Thdy also attended a House of4tepresentatives
session and were introduced to the House by Speaker Jody Richardson Members attending are pictured in top photo with Sen Winters (from left. Attie Underwood. Nancy Manning.
Winters. Sally DuFord and David Roos and in bottom photo with Rep Henley (from left)
Roos Underood. Henley. DuFord and Manning. The chapter meets the last Monday of each
month at 1 p m at the Calloway Public Library. Persons over the age of 50 retired or

Lowe will receive Eagle Scout award

in•sur•ance.
The protection and peace of
mind you get from the friends
you can depend on at State
Auto
Its as

basic as A-B-C

You re proud of your family.
your home, your car You
want the best protection for
them that money can buy And
emotional larna-clay contact
clown service.' l'ou get Ir
through an independent agent
representing State Auto

Red Cross plans promotion
c:.11,,,. County Chapter of the American

Red Cross is
As Hwy. 44
Cale
Gate
at
Garden
the
today
rebate
has mg a
East

MHS team plans promotion

employed are encouraged to loin the group

Jordan .‘ndrev• Lowe of Boy
Scout Troop 45 will receise
his Eagle Scout .Award. highSCOUIIng
est award in
a court ot honor on Sunday
at 2 p in at Glendale Road
Church ol Christ
Lusts' has canted ;1 merit
fudges. served as quanermaster assistant patrol leader and
patrol leader for his troop lk
has also earned his world Consersation award and his Good
Servant religious award
His h.attle Scout set-% ice prop eel was to landscape an area
in from of Calloway County
High School The Itieus ol his

Coumy Hospital Relay
MUffj
basing a rebate day from II am until closing today at Sirloin Stockade Customers MC asked 10 tell the cashier they are
there for the team On Saturday members will pump gas for
donations at Speedway at 5 Points

protect was to beautity an area
Inc traffic and pedestnan control by using shrubs and ornamentals that %% ere ,iimpanble
a oh the csisting landscape
Lowe is a junior at Calloway County High School
where he has been manager
of the \ arsity Football Team
tor three years and a 1110111hCf
sit the Pep Club
He attends Glendale Roach
Church sit Christ and is active
in the youth group His hobbies include football, basketball,
fishing arid swimming
OVO: is the son sit Rodney and Cindy Lowe of Murray
All friends. teachers and
scouts are ironed to attend the
Court ot Honor

Murray High School Boys Soccer Team is ha‘ing a Mb.*
day at Captain D's today Customers are asked to tell the
cashier they are there for the team

CCHS team plans promotion

Calloway County High School Relay for tale ream will
h.oe rehate day at Captain D's on Friday Customers asked to
tell the cashier they are there Inc the team

Boys soccer team plans promotion
your,..!. I lii Raptors boys soccer leant still hd,

,„,„„sh
on Saturday front 10 a ffl to 3 p.m. at Taco John's Donations
will he accepted us help team go to a local tournament

Reformers Unanimous will meet
Reformers I nammous Addictions Program will meet Friday
at Eastwood Baptist Church For more mtormattim or if you
need a ode call 753-1834

Glory Bound will be tonight
Jordan Andrew Lowe

Friends you can depend on

James S Edwards with Rotary Wheels (Nano and kmanne
kaler will be the leatured artists at Glory Bound Chnstian
Entertainment Ministry tonight from 7 to 9 p.m in the new
Goshen Family Fellowship Center. Ky. Hwy. 121 North at
Stella. The public is ins ned and there is no charge Items tor
Need Line will be talvm. For more information call Joe
Lawrence at 753-5643. Renee Taylor at 753-14124 Of Patrick
Lea at 761-2666.

CCHS team plans promotion
Calloway County High School Relay for Lite team will
have a refute day at Captain D's on Friday Customers are
asked to tell the cashier they are there for the team

Rods
• Custom Bedding
essories
• 1 oholsterv •
• Design Service
• usiom Minds Avitilatilv
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AMVETS event on Saturday
AMVETS Auxiliary 45 at Pans Landing. Tenn. will lune
a spaghetti supper on Saturday from 5 to 7 p.m at the post
attend
home All friends and families sit members are ins tied
the supper with the menu to he spaghetti, salad, bread and
dessert Cost will he S6 per person and will help tund the
scholarship program hollowing the meal kartike with John
Walker will he held
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15% OFF
Outdoor Fundiare Cushions
Ordered in the 'lonili
March:

Team Obsession plans promotions
Team Obsession will has e J rebate night at Sir iiattt's
today and tonight ( ustorners arc asked to tell the ,..ishict they
are there for the team

(au toe APPOINT/AI NT

270-753-6361
fit is alright (pleasing to GcYt
for all ministers in Calloway
County to preach conflicting
and contradictory doctrines
on the same subject — what
kind of logic (reasoning) would
prohibit one preacher doing it?

Photo prowssd
DONATION RECEIVED: Michelle L Gantt (left) director of
Court Appointed Special Advocates (CASA) of Calloway
County. receives a donation of $100 from Charles Dowdy.
president of Murray Slate University Speech & Debate
Union

Open singing at Coldwater UMC
Open singing will he held tonight at 6:30 p.m. at Coldwater United Methodist Church I he public is ins tied

Legion Post meeting tonight
American Legion Post 173 will meet tonight at 7 p.m in
the conference room of Murray-Calloway County Chamber of
Commerce. 805 North 12th St.. in front of Wal-Mart. New
Legion Post planning will he on the agenda. All members and
setcrans are encouraged to attend. For more information call
Post Commander Don Adcock at 227-7939 or 489-21344.

Its Time To Stop Hurting!

II tiRs////': M Slit) 9:.50 1.W. & 6-611P.S1.
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The Hazel Church of Christ
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I.00s provide:I
CREATIVE ARTS: Debbie Toom (nght in top photo) from
Wilson s Flonst presented a program on -Flower Arranging'
at the last meeting of the Creative Arts Department of
Murray Woman's Club She made an arrangement and
Carol Bothwell (left) was the lucky winner Hostesses were
(from left, bottom photo) Linda Cooper. Kay Ray. Yvonne
Geese and Dote Hopkins

Pt1C40 IX0v.defl

NEW DEGANNOINGS: Media Enckson was the speaker for
New Beginnings on Saturday She and her husband
Scott, shared how God has miraculously brought their
family to a new way of life through the power of Christ and
the prayers of people at then local church. Recent developments in the progress of plans for a transition house for
homeless coming out of prison were discussed
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Monica Kay Thurmond

Thurmond
named
award
winner by
academy
Monica kay Thurmond,
student at Callay ('ounty
High School. has been named
an All-Atnencan Scholar hy
the t nited States Achievement
Academy
She u as also named a nation
auard u inner in English
and mathematics hy the acad
em y She uas nominated hy
her teachers, Linda De% oss
English. and Vanda Elliott
mathernat111:•
Her biography still appear
in the academy yearbook
Thurmond is the daughter
of Gary and Mary Thurmond
of Murray.
Her grandparents are Mar)
1 Thurmond and the late Cecil
Thurmond of Murray and the
late Ray and May flenny
Dexter

Training...

BB&T

Your business
just doubled in size
overnight.You need
cash management.
You need insurance.
You need sleep.
it But it can still
CASH MANAGEMENT, PAYROLL SERVICES, INSURANCE Success It's a nice problem to have, isn't
streamline cash flow and
be a problem if you're not totally prepared for it BB&T can help identify opportunities now to

maximize efficiencies
Even if it
it
And our complete array of business products and services can help you handle growth when happens.
happens overnight Let a Bfl&T Business Banker guide you so you can get some well deserved rest
INIT OR visit' est CON
MAKE THE MOST OF YOUR OPPORTUNITIES STOP BY ONE OF OUR LOCAL FINANCIAL CENTERS L AL L I-SOO-SANK

From Page 6A
mg a Red C'ross disaster yol
unteer or a local disaster sot
unteer
The .kpril class still he -1Dis
aster Assessment- and still he
offered hy the Lakeland Chapter
for more information on
disaster services Or how you
can become a Red Cross sot
unicer. contact the Calloway
County Chapter at 751-1421
e-mail
it
callou a)redcros•W ITIUffay-k
net
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ARTS&ENTERTAINMENT
MMS participates in ensemble festival

Photo provided by iscsison Purchase Fronds of Bluegrass
The fourth annual Kentucky Lake Bluegrass Festival will be
held June 2-3 at Kenlake State Resort Park in Aurora The
festival has had many top name bluegrass bands to perform
over the years Pictured above The McKendrees perform during the 2005 festival

Bluegrass festival dates set
By GREG TRAVIS
Staff Wnter
The fourth annual Kentucky
Lake Bluegrass Fesusal ssill be
held June 2-3. al Kenlake State
Resort Park in Aurora.
This year's featured :mists will
include Rhonda Vincent & the
Rage. J.D. Crowe & the Niew
South. an All-Star Jam SCSs1011
teaturing Josh Williams. guitarist w itti Rhonda Vincent and a
Benton natise. Dase Peterson &
1946, The Special (onsensus.
The McKendrees 'Host Band).
The Tina Adair Band. George
Clark & Dixie Flser. Billie Rene
and Cumberland Gap and The
Cope Bros Band
The Kentucky Lake Bluegrass
Festis al was started in 2003 by j
point effon bet3cen the Marshall
Count) Tourist Commissionand
the Jackson Pur.hase Friends of
Bluegrass, according to Randy
Newcomb, exec utis e director ot
the Marshall County Tourist
Commission.
Field ;umiak on the weekend
alter Memorial Day. the testis al
has had many top name bluegrass hands to pertorm. including Vincent & The Rage. JD
Crosse & The New South, The
Special Consensus. Doyle
Lawson & Quicksilser. Dase
1946. The
Peterson
&
McKendrees. Lonesome Riser
Hand and The Gibson Brothers.
•
he said.
We were looking for an es ent
to fill one of our slow weekends." Newcomb said -Since
the mos ie 0 Brother Where An
Thou had lust been released
bluegrass music was reaching .1
son of peak. and we decided on

pets will be allowed at the testisal. it was neported.
The event is sponsored by the
Tourist
Marshall • County
Comnussion and the Jackson
Purchase Friends of Bluegrass
In addition to the upcoming
Bluegrass frestisail the City of
Benton and the Jackson
Purchase Friends of Bluegrass
3111 hold the 14th annual
"Bluegr as, On the SquareFridas. Slay 14 The show is
free and residents are urged to
bring a lawn 5.hair and enioy this
free show
Featured entenamer. tor this
ears es ent will he Vi attains
and Clark Expedition. The Mark
Newton Band and Old Santa Fe.
the show starts at 6:30 p.m.
on the north side 01 the court
square in &mon In case of rain
the show will he held in the
Bemon Middle Shsol gsmnasiUn)

garlymIU4,FINALDAM Inventogyieltarance/Mr ME MIT MEM

'tugs 1.114willi

.kylakehluegraissfestisal.co

m or www viols corn
No drugs, alcohol fire-arms or

NNW

Look For The Colored Dots And Take An

Additional 10-50% Off!

a bluegrass testi% al:

'Luckily I was put in touct
with Tons Williams. presidery
of. the Jackson Purchase Friend,
of Bluegrass. and he And the
orgamiation were more than
happy to come on hoard and
help make the testis al a reality.
Newcomb added
He said sponsors are sers
pleased with the testisal. and
feel II is easily becoming one of
the top bluegrass testis al. in
Kentucky.
He added that the first scar's
attendance tor the festisil was
approximatels X00, hut has
increased steadils oser the last
three years "this year we
expect around 1500 people to
visit the festis al.- Newcomb
said.
Williams said he was %cis
excited with this year's line-up
of artists •'.Any one ho has pre%musty attended one ot the
Bluegrass festivals will knos%
what an outstanding esent it is
Es enthing is prolessionali
produced. from the stage. to the
lighting. to the audio We Arc
also excited to has e Stesc
Chandler. one in the hest iii
JUd14.1 to be working with us
Williams said he has receised
nt irmation that many of
Vincent's tan club. -Ragers.ss ill he traseling from all across
the coiunry to attend the
Kenlake event
-We are fortunate to list in a
Net of the maw that can actually
boast of giving the world an at
torn) Western Kentucky, this
halt sit the state, and particularly
Marshall County and the
Kentucky Lake area has become
the home of the premiere
Bluegrass FestiS al in the state.
We hase the most receptive tans
anywhere around They come
out and suppon all of our
etiorts,- Williams said.
Tickets for the event are 115
for Enda), $15 for Saturday or
S25 for a weekend pass. Tickets
will he available at the ckior.
although advance weekend
passes can he purchased by cont.,. ting the Marshall County
Tourist Commission at 527; 12A
For more informant*. Call
K00-467-7 I 45.
Of
e-mail
tunlirkentuckylake.org.
Information can also be found al

On March 4, 40 students from %1UITA:.
NI'
,kilt School ParhoPsied in the Solo and
I iisemble Festival sponsored by the First
)i strict Music Educators Association
Students performed by dieenselses and in
groups tor judges Performances were
rated 013 a scale of Novice. Apprentice.
Proficient or INstinguished (the highest rating possible)
These students Misr been working diligently to prepare tot this day since their
return from Christina. break
-The preparation these students hase put
into this t•%,cm helps develop their individual
musicianship more than any other actisity in
which they cam be ins olved.- said band
director. Beth Stribling. -I am proud of the
effort these students put forth toward their
performances and feel lucky to work with so
inany students who care enough to put in
this amount ol time
Students from the
Murray Middle School Hand received 8 rati ratings of
ings of Proficient and
Distinguished
Ratings of proliL icni went to: Abby
MD Photo
Nturdock t6), Lindsey Capps 171. and
Sangwook Ha 171 for their Clarinet Solos, With the assistance of student teacher Brandon Salmon, 6th grade band member
(ammie Jo Bolin Ito and Erin Sanders 181
Abby Murdock practices her solo'Chaiumeau on the Go' tor the FDMEA's Solo and
for their Ako Sax Solos. Cassidy Copeland Ensemble Festival.
ail for her Marinitsa Solo and Zee Maley i
Clarinet and Marimba(Juane. Lindsey
and Brandon Kipphut 171 tor their Snare Libby Trevathan (8) on their Trumpet their
Solos, Amanda McDonald 161 and Ales Capps t7i, Allison Crawftwd itti.Aneshia
Solos.
Nance (8) for their French Horn Solos. Tad Gray t81. Tres ti saucier I it i. Melissa
Receis mg a rating of distinguished for Mastha) 161. and Michael Hyatt(8)on their Shoulherg t81 and liS•k:j Rudolph 8) aa
their solo performances were: Caitland Trombone Solos: Heatherly Paschall 161 and members of die Clarinet Choir: Ales Cole
McCure(7)and Rebecca Walker(.4on their Travis DUIT (7)for their Snare Drum Solos. 171, Johnn Crane t i and Jacob -Mode IS)
Flute Solos, Hy un Uk Na i6j. Sainsnyung Trio is DUrr 171. Brandon Kipphut (7). For their Sax Trio: Alex Cole 171. Ian Holmes
Ha (6). Tasha Brown (6). Alison Crawford Dillon Ward 011 for their Marimba Solos: i 71 and Jacob That*(Si
memhers ol the
ill. and .Aneshia Gray (8) on their CIannet and Travis DWI i7! And Brandon Kipphut Si'. Choir; Emily Denham Xi and Libby
Solos. Jessica Rudolph III) for her Bass (7)on their Timpani Solos
Tresathan 181 for their Trumpet Duet: Josh
Clarinet solo: Aaron Whittle) 161. Jonny
Distinguished ratings for ensemble per- Addison (7). Rob Delloer 17) and Shawn
Thirds! to. and Ian Holmes 17) on their formances were recetsed h
Caitland Schunng 48)for their Trumpet Trio, Michael
Alto Saxophone Solos: Tom Campbell 16
McClure (71 and Rebecca Walker 47) as Hyatt fIG as a member of the 1 ninitione
and Jacob Theide 18) for their Tenor Sax members of the Flute Choir: Aneshial Oray Choir; and Tras is Dun 171 and Brandon
Solos: Johnn Crane (7iln,his Ban Sax lit). Tres or Saucier 01). and' Melissa Kipphut as Merflhers +I !tic
I. in
Solo: Brandon Story (61. Zich4Larnbeet (81. Shoulherg 181 and Cassidy Copeland for Ensemble
Emil) I)enham 181. Meg Henry at), and
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MHS Baseball Preview

Big Apple Bound

You ful Tigers
look to bounce
back in 2006

Cardinals
beat out
Bears for trip
to Garden

Iv SCOTT MAMMY

lbws Editor
For oyes a Moak.a Meth a
the heat Rojas BaNsball
111ounament mai as oiatinos kir
es Shim iiisb Tiges as a
iockysiamser at nem=
V

LOUISVILLE. Ky. AP)—
Juan Palacio% woa't be.
There.% nolbleg that can
replace the entaindes of helping the LAniaville Coen& to
the Final Four a year ape
'Making iitoile Had POW
Iasi
an% animas."
teat
lldL". SAW it '.1.1'. specill.".
then again. Palacio& is
to I, Ill/M the
•111J11 c.nough
oppoo.inity to win .1 champ,
kinship
any championship
doesn't come itt('4.11h1 tog,

Ihn.
2003

111611"

were meal all
good amp
nava evaelialf I) Lorne' toari
end And it
tinned at be a
hunibiing capailece far a
youthful Mialeap same thasan
les area ofsogioad totammat
heaths Mid *11 hat wag.
'1 Oak we've abeam hied ot
taken the repo, lemeaman
tor granted became we've been
dime so many times.- said
time MHS Mad coach Cary
Miller. whine Timms saw their
2005 camipeigii end at IS-II
atter a 3-1 loss to ardirisal
Calloway County at the fist
round of last May's Fourth
Dians.-t TO111111111101t
Tlie opium LAWN. who Are
iew ed by mat as as teat% to

Mien

So he'll take the eh.ot,e to
head it' Madison Square
Garden for the National
Ins nation .Tournament hnal
Foul nest week in Nev. York
City. an unespected seasonending road trip the Cardinals
earned after hevittg Missouri
State 74-56is the rat"semi
finals on ifedoemily net at
Freedom lie.
"I'm piot happy to be able
to experience two had Poem
II doesn't MOWN 114411
ment t to." said thiscios, oho

rpiure the MOS crown this

pelted- doves a ornee~-13
*aids logo with oi.e pokes
against Missouri Stair i22-9)„
k's back to Madison Square
Garth. kir die Cardinals i 21 I 21. who nal piny either South
Carolina. or Cialtatitati in the
semifinals nest Tuesday. Old
Dominion takes on Michigan Louisville's Taquan Dean. nght drives past Mossoun State's Blake Ahearn dunng The secin the other semifinal. with the ond half of an NIT quarterfinal gems ~nest* night in Louisville The Cardinals defeatw inners meeting in the charned the Bows 74-56 to acfmnee to the NIT semifinals al Ipliditon Square Garden.
Mundt,pest Thursday.
It's a trip Louisville coach theworld's most famous bas- get 85 friend'. And fatality the teams second NIT champiKick Piton) promised his play - ketball area& a *ix that the members to make the Mir- onship in school histiwy
et, they would make if they kid from Ned BeolL. NJ . con- hour dose Irma Mad Ile is Louis% ilk honored the. 50th
committed to playing hard. siders a Arise.
%ahem That's about anniversary of the 1936 111110
alter sun iv ing A tough first
It will be a chance at 15.000 hew that the mieber that won the NIT earlier this
season in the Big East. the redemption for the Cardin*. of people tyke dame his season The toOlIMINIMIImas
players Winona' the thought of who played perhaps their WM aim ear he mit hi viser so hase been meld Othare hy
playing another handful of wont hahes of the season at the bawls with a neimee to go the NCAA Clitampimaship
games in a tournament other the Garden. They were crushed And the Cardinals firmly in since then. hut Palm said it
than the NCAAS was less than in the second half of a loss to control
won't make what the Cardinals
New York
It was A special moment for can accomplish
enticing.
St John's on Jan. 17. then fell
lionestls. I w as so menial- behind by 2X points in the first a player who has pros ided Any less peciaL
ly .uat emotionally drained." halt Against Pittsburgh in the plenty of them during his four
sou go to the pin and
said senior guard Taquan first round ot the Big East years in Louis% ilk
He win A climagitaliblp. that is
Dean. who led all scorers with Tournament on March 8
receised a hug from Point, special." Rim slid. 'ffitst's
2h points -1 had mixed emo-The first two times we then waved to the largest the way we're looking at this.tions about 'the \11 but at the played at the Garden this year. crowd to see an NIT game this
Added Dean. "A lot a
same time ifs no. last year I we stunk it up.- Dean said. season
team aren't playing basketball
ne‘er want to stop play mg col- -Vie definitely 1LAN e to come an
"Taquan Dean is stealing right now. It's not the four-let
lege basketball
ter(NCAA chainpimodep. it •
focused and not he in awe Freedom Hall.- Point, said
Sometime in the nest week. about the Arena
It'll he up to Dean and the the three-letter one We'll take
Dean will finally %All off the
Dean said he can probably. rest of the Cardinals to steal it
floor tor good. hut he'll do it in

KHSAA GIRLS'STATE TOURS NI ENT

Sweet 16 leaves Marshall sour
Lady Marshals fall to
Henderson County in overtime
Christian,
Hill
BOWLING GREEN. Ky. Rose
API — Sonia Gilbert's two free Montgomery County taking on
throw % with 6.2 seconds to play Boom County. mad Clay County
in overtime helped Henderson &engin Losimills hoquois
ikedisies Camity. the
Count) to a 58-54 sictory over
Marshall Count) in the first Regime 2 chompisa thought
round of the girls' state basket- brie ythat the Issin bed woe in
regulation. Pala!~ tabliandball tournament.
Gilbert's two foul shots ed her own WO mew die basWathemday might came after ket as time weliall1110111mt.
She made ilhe Allse-up INA
Henderson County iI8-101
recovered a loose hall after a just dter the how semded. but
missed bee throw to Alyse one gimeekesidled the has
Poindexter with 13.6 seconds to bat good. saran oft a betel
play Poindexter had made the tiondiams Camay caskabon
itheribe Csamey ream
first of her two free throws to
give the Lady Colonels a 56-54 The rasa two did& then
meal off Oe ohst. isodies the
edge
mese Mae overtime.
HeftdelN011 Counts ads MCC%
Region I champion Median
10 Friday 's quarterfinal round
against Elizabethtown. which Counts 24'-41 traded 29-19 in
had to get past a scrappy the third quarter. before rallying
Magoffin County squad. 49-43. aid taking a 44-40 lead with
to advance Letcher County 420 left in regulation.
Henderson Count) came
Central. a 49-44 winner over
Rockcestle County. will play hack and grabbed a 49-47 iesd
Lexington C'atholie in quarterfi- on Gilbat's basket widt 26 sec
nal action Friday. Lexington onth to play in regularise Wore
Catholic heat Lovisvilk Mercy a basket by Kaye' lam* el6
la seconds left tied the punt at
65-47
The tournament continues
Rinesha
Sower
paced
Thursday with (*ming-round
Henderson County's Sara Scales right ties up Marshall games insdying Franklin
Henderson Count) with 25
County s Jessica Holder in the lane during a first-round game Simpson pimples Miimherg points. *Mk Gilbert fialelhat
of Kentucky Girls' Sweet 16 state tournament Wednesday North. Shelby Camay what
1.11selPIXIIIPage2B
night m Bowling Green

.11I be bed to try and
present their- CM01110311on roals
t row reaming to the tournii
mem And se paisanal power

Marshal Coy. whidi teem
ingly always stains a diem it,
one of 6e Fourth Mance% two
repos berth.
Hommeva. a Ain yams sad
bragry bomb d Tigers wpm
determined to buck any per'
caved new
itharays hoe the goal of
gee* to the reek= and try ing
10 gel as far as we M." Miller
noted 'With real vesting guss
sometimes we fu•t got *Is Cr
nuns tied last “:41 Hut I feel
good about this group We sot
have to get a little TOR expen
ence. And the only was you do,
that is to play games"
The Tigers will certamls
base flo ',Aloft:Age 01 game. 10
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plo opening next Tuesday at
home against Lola/Mon Central
before setting out at an extended mad trip that Imes well ins"
April
Murray — which has easy'
%camas contests scheduled in
Tawniest and Honda — wit'
not maws bowie to Ty Harlan,:
held mid Aged II..when I
hosts Sindi Pekoe Tam.
While a long road trip coulo
especially tor a
he grudges
young squad — Muller mats it
will help his ImIlkisti in the long
run
-To start out on the road Ilk&
that is a good teat and a dame
10f our players to &a-kip some
cohesiveness Spending that
tune together I tell like redly
helped Vs out last year.- *
cogitated "Hike to amy outside
00111.1111111011. Out KW teams Iron'
our imam "
In &ahem to w.irting (rat the
earls .eallort Links. the Tigers
will Also he adjusting to life
without Tim Mamba) and latch
-nwics
two graduated st
Baker
who sersed as the hackhone oil
Murray • NIA.•es> 140A seas
Masthay now the first string
punter )n the I niversits ot
II See TIGERS Page 28

Huggins named
new K-State coach
%t,
KANsAS
Bob Huggins. who tunic'.
Cincinnati into a national has
kethall power during lh sometimes-gormy years, has accept
ed an offer to co.,
State, a person lamina;
negotiations told The Aswa
Press on Thursday
Huggins was to he introduced
at a MC%•conference laser in the
stay, said the person. who spoke
on condition ot anon% mit%
ha-cause Huggins had not yet
signed A COM/lit
Huggins. who was ousted
front Cincinnati in 2(W and slid
not coach this season, will
replace Jim liktaildridge. who,
was 15.1.1 this year
The Wildcats base not been
to the NiCAA tournament sillsC
1996. but Huggins will he stepn
ping kee a meaning situatio
with most of6e learn'. top NCO(
seleming next season.
lieggi_s was 199-127 in la
seams with Cincinnati, leading
the Illasseeniii 14 consecutive
NCAA tournament appearanices.
inchadiag the 1442 Final Foot
He won 10 regular-season
(onfoomme t'SA titles and was
honored as the league's coach of
the decade He mho coached at
Walsh and Mom and het •
record of 4+7-199 &eft 24sear career
He iipand to leave Ciadmiti
last Agora when seiversit
pressiket %may Ziemer(
refused to mend his fnur-year
comma rellairsr folistriog his
arvest amid comingsn list ihmk an driving no 2004. awn%
MIMI bores.
osinitud
ginned
aid trsoffirs
unpopular with supIns.
Caciamat coed the Ansa as
admieriaoll el slimy pealeem He also hid beta Ma.lied Its a Ism gradialion

Former Cmannall coach Bob
Huggins has reeetledly
accepted the heed coaching
pob at KIMMINS SWIM according to an Associated Press
report
Alki tor seseral .4t-soun ins
Jet-its insolcing players
*We expect our coaches
role model.. and we ewes
students to he role models.
,Lanyher •ad after ha lima
-16e make no apologies tor sei
tints high sandal's."
Huggins had* heart attack ii
Cepiemhei 2002 but showed up
tor the team'• first practice two
week. later and , I. bed the
stain seams,

mom

,

torn,. ii 201)1
Whom the Ilearcat. went its.. its,
gamma ritrasikeit hiai wound ui31-4. setting J school record ha
vithartes flies also
mallaramor tournament and
a No. teed in the 144( AAiour
inthien

amp
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'Breds fall at Southern Illinois
The Insurance
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~am Sams(264 vs

Gimps
Wean (25-7) '27 pm
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0101111.601111"Ip
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Smntrma
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At Orsawabore Callemon

opessessiss. NC.
bans wareinyon N. North
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Dula 70. SOutriem LANverSey 54
At JAAlomovvIlb Valatans Shonsertal
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Ambeenvela Fla
LSU BO ions 6.1
7mas MM 66 SyracLi. 58
imam elan* i
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Aulture Ink Sisk
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At The Pekoe at Annum Nils
Mk
Araliwn
Was' .-nisras 67 Noelhamilearn Seals
54
Ilesellbmis
Watradep. March 23
At TN.lbse.Dome
Menem
Dula (32-31 vs LSL, (2.3-11) 7 10
pm
Team (294, vs West Vivra (22101 940 pm
Clumplestaldp
seassia. Mem 111
Al The Oman tams

mom
swamiswan
11111111A101.11111111111011AL
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TInvedey.-50
At Ambeinwiles Velernms libmiertai
Awns
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Cessnome
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At The Am IL Niselesesst Omar
Sit Labs Clly
Scow Colsos N. Panic 76 207
tionstna 57 Amens 79
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At UD Arens
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Goog.tost 10 01180 SM.52
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Plilladebohis
manors 112. Anions 7$
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Fmk". Narch 34
At ow Hubert It Husaphray
liserederee
vdisknove (27-4) vs Illosion Corps
(2167). 7 tO p.m
Georgetown (2341 is. Ronda (294),
940 pm
ChereplensbN
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At The NOM N. Nurephrey
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San Diego
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Sunday, limn 111
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Dusan
kkincnts 72 thicknati 56
At The Peace 40 Aultem
Aims.:-.MIL
Wadley 72. Reaburgh 86
Semillnala
Thursday. MAO 13
At Orldind MIN
Oakum.
MertlPhle 132-3) vs Sham in-loo
7 27 pm
UCLA 29-St vs Gonzage (29-3)
957 p

chisapiarsialp
Saturday. NNW )6
Al Osidend Aisne
Sernimu,
RNAL FOUR
At The RCA Dona
Indkrunoms
Sernitinsie
IlMierdep. Apl
Atanui champion vs Osidayal ensm•
Der
Weawsplon champion vs
lahnisaapoal chilimPor
C3INNONION,
kleniky. ANA 3
Samar* warm

US low hiss while slates out lew anti
SiL27 MIL nit MS issued tin a doming
I.&sport
enwt. sloth limbos sae*, a buses-loaded welting two in Owe Wisp of ireek in
Murray Ledger & Time
CARBONDALE, 111. - Host Southern walk *Lincoln Kant and a wild peach the rebate( Moto West Hwns..
Thisd bosom Tyler Owen paced We
Illmois scored at Imo ame nut in four differ- twasight home Tiler Meow
offense ni6 awe hies in nue o'Ileads*
bows
the
in
run
The
a
added
Salukis
i.s Ni defeat
ent
mimed rival Murray half of the frame on a single to center by hms. inductees two doubles. Hudson finSane 11-4 during college designated hitter Matt Brewer. but the ished die day 2-fur-.5 at the Oat
Risk Glider Grow Gerrard had dtree
• Breds still led 1-3.
bowebell adios llesedeasiLi
a double nod ain*.for 511
Murray State maionimell is Wed until the bill.'
ahem000 at Abe Martin
(1-1) was OW of seven
Wells
Damp
I
U
bottom
Field.
thealith.1411111 SOINIIMS Noted
The Salukis(14-9)can- three new on Woo his sidle oh* whoa- Sasiato Biwa pitchers on the day. peck
wood far 10 hits off Ines Moms *chew top of one 'beds' ewe to yds a 6-4 mg up die wits idler Wein out two and
me wok advisese ofthwe'Seeds'errors io advraugge. The Salukis ad two more runs walking one is can Maw Of work
Weather permitting the 'Birds were
in the eighth on three hits to close out the
the maim
schedukxl to host lambuth today al 2pm at
ictory
IIIRU (7-13) fel behind 2-0 in the first
Reliever Ruud Calhoun -2) took the Reagan held
Wiwi but rebowarkd so solar the lead with a
four-nio bora Ming on low hits sod one loss for Murray. allowing four earned runs

NCAA Tournament

Oakland Regional

Laid-back Bradley has nothing to lose
OAKLAND. Calif. (API -- they •re two IA in. away from the
Bradley aided its official prac- .011301. firm Final Four appeartice session with a dunk contest. ance since losing the tide pear
Aspiring chef and 7-footer to La Salk in 19S4.
-I knits Wel! undenlop.P atrick
Cr Bryant guard Darnel Ruffin said.'ifs a
discussed his good feeling You don't have
popular anything to lose. We can Just go
out and play. Ow town. they
chersevakr.
The really +(ippon high school basBrat es Are ketball. so for its to continue our
doing just season gives them something to
what coach cheer about We're gaining more
Les tans net)
Jim
They might add some supasked:
Las
enjoying ponen from the West Coast
et ery moment of their surpris- when they play in the Oaklarki
Regional semifinals Tloursday
ing NCAA run.
Bradley may be the low est against top-seeded Memphis.
seed still standing in the tourna- winner of 21 of its last 22 gaffes
ment at No. 13. but the Braves and us stnught.
Tigers coach John Calicran.
have no doubts they belong with
the rest of tbc top teams in the with six consecutive 20.-win seasons at Memphis. doesn't need
country
They beat Kansas and to he told about Bradley 's crePittsburgh to get this tar. and dentials Ile opted not to hate

his team watch tape of the
Bra% es. instead asking them to
focus only QV what they need to

pet dime.
*ail yaw dam to worry
about' lkodky." Capri sal
-I'm vondeing worry* about
Bradley?
Brsolley's players we peeing
used to all We wasedens ahow
die wan and where the Breves
Play.
they
"Peona. Illinois.answer politely
Calipari is counting on
Rodney Carney • to lead his
young squad. The h-foot -7 for
aid is a sharp contrast from the
big-name prep stars Calipan has
recruited to the school -- Anure
Stoudemi re. Qyntel Woods.

NBA
is an unheralded
Caf ne
player Calipan groomed into a
star and likely NBA lottery pock
Sow. as J senior. Carney is
determined to end his career at
the Final Four in his hometoan
of Indianapiili.
'If Amur Stoucknure came.
we wouldn't hate gotten

said
Calipan
ittiallk: •
"Rildney has really de% eloped as
player and a person He's,
his self ontnkace.
matured
his self -esteem. his skill on the
basketball court, his poise His
personalitt has blossomed. He's
primed to he J loner( pick AM
no one knew who he v.as corning out of high school
While this may seem like a

Daman Wagner

lopsided rnatchup hetween the

Stoudemire and Woods never
set loot on the court for the
Tigers. and Wagner played one
season before bolting to the

fat ored Tigers and upstart
Brat et 122- 10). every hotly
int kilted refuses to loot at it that

•Tigers ...
From Page 1 B

%till) returns to man second
base in the absence ot Matt

Kentucky football team. was the
Tigers leading hitter t485 and

Vinson. stho played the position
last spring hut moved to

top pitcher *1.42 earned-run
average) in 2005. Baker also
proted to he a solid rock on the
mound, posting a 1.50 ERA.
However. Miller is confidant
he can plug at least one of those
pitching holes with an emerging
star in sophomore nght-hander
Bradley Cobb. who posted a
team-hest WI record and a 1.55
ERA while also recording one
sase last tpnng
The rest of the Murray rotation is expected to include senior Hugh Rollins t2-2. 4.54).
sophomore Chest Volp 2-2.
2.451 and freshman Roman
Kelly. Antonio Kendall. a 6foot. 210-pound senior ho didn't play a% a junior. returns to the
tram and is also expected to '.et

Arkansas in the offseason Kelly
will he his backup
Kendall will be the shortstop.
while Cobb and tumor Case)

some time on the hill. along a ith
Junior Daniel White.
"I like those three guy'. that
are returning.- noted Miller. "I
think its a good group
Another key cog that will
hate to he replaced is catcher
Taylor Houston. who completed

his eligibilits v.ith a solid senior
season last year To fill that gap,
Miller still turn to junior Tam
Tracy to log most of the innings
behind the plate Sophomore
Taylor Holischuh w sec some
time as the backup
The Tigers should he set at
first base with the return of
sophomore Adam Heskett. who
was among team leaders in hafting average 1.3491 as a freshman. Senior Kent Erwin still
also play first at times

Parker-Bill will share third
Prosidly* backup at shonstop
could be Dasid KuykernIall,
while freshman Jordan Garland
will likely serve in a utility role
at second and third
In the outfield. senior Aaron
the leadoff man in the
Tiger lineup. returns in left.
Rollins will take his familiar

spot in centei. and sophomore
Shaan McClure aill man nght
Eighth grader Aaron SMeerbe
still sent: as a backup in the outfield and could also see time at
second base
According to Miller. Rollins•
production both in the field and

at the plate still he a key to the
Tigers. season
"Hugh\ really done a good
nab for us up to this point.Miller claimed -We look for
him to he a mainstay offenstt
. He cot cr-s a lot or ground
tin the outfield,, and he has a
strong arm "
Heskett. Erwin. Parker-Bell
and Hol/schuh are some of the
names that still he penciled into
Miller's lineup card at designatArious points
ed hitter at
dwoughout the season
k's really hard to tell tuns
well will hit the hall." Miller
said of his lineup. "I think we
still have maybe a little more

poster, but I'm not guile

sure

that well have as much speed as

last year.
"I don't think well he able to
slug it out with people a. we
have an some years. We're rust
:oing to have to do thc little
,
hitiandinin and hunt
A-C did
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Lexington Catholic's Keyla Snowden (41 dnves to the basket
between Mercy's Katie Wiedrnar. left and Melissa Scridndlor
in the first-round of the Girls' Sweet 16 state tournament in
Bowling Green.

with II Pressky Dm)m led the
Lad) Marshals with 17 points.
while Jessica Holder added 15
and Leah Cresson 10

E'tcran-Mosoffin Co.
Eiliattechtown 27-6 0. chatnmon of Region 5. 0% crLArtic
tumoters in earning the ictory
1)etpite the mistakes. the
Lady Panthers compensated
with a 42-2w adtantage in
rebounding The Lady Hornets
126-6) also shot _putt 30 percent

from the floor t 1K-for-60i That
included 1 -of-17 shooting from
range.
Kahrentla Wartield scored I 7
points anti grabbed 14 rebounds
for the Lads Panthers Calloray
Howard led Magollin County.
representatites from Region IS.
1-point

v. ith 15 points and Itt rebounds
Brittany Mann added 14 points
for the l ads Hornets, who were
making their first appearance in
the Sv.eet
Letchor Co CentralRockcastle Co.
Heather Martin scored
points and Ssrphwile Whitaker
added I 3 lo kid Leader Countt
Central
The 14th Repro dionipion
Lady Cougars t26-61 rolled out
to a 17-6 lead at the end of the
first merier to take control of
the game against the Lady
Rockets 123-10) champooss of
the 12th Region.

the
FA

•State
From Page 1B

'rt
'
CIa
to

Letslici ounts cntral led
throughout the game, though
Rockcastle Count) closed to
within tssii points mice in the
fourth quarter
Lex. Catholic-Lou. Mercy
I csington Catholis. repre
sent tug Region I I. improved to
12-1 with the first-round win
The Lad) Knights doubled
up Mercy 30-15 in the firm half
and net er looked hack.
Key la Snowden scored 22
points to lead Catholic. while
Natalie Notosel added 12. and
Shanetnic McGhee and Arians
Sickles scored 10 points apiece.
Mercy i2e'.-fr. champions of
Region 7. got 14 points and 10
rebounds from Jennie Petrie
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ESPN - 1111U World C-Ne-c.....-shs*,
meta shorlelala pairs si-v,
chinos. N Celery Canada
01 COU.1411111111111TBALL
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Time

Tharideo. Minh 2S. Mali•Ili

tangs. Pio*.
Winners of the Murray-Calloway County Board of Reallorsecelender contest we announced
recently. according to Twain Waherne. 1111111119A19. MOSE willh the orgenizallon Pictured are
Poo lall)Altai Pather. Equal Opportunity oo-dmer. Harley Hammon.colinler owing arm
Jerelier E•osnle. runner up Courtney Marlin runner up. arid Tine Might,Etta Oapoluritv
co-chair
GOING TRAmIKedpr Mass Pluto
A Special Plaque: Dr James C. Hart and Libby Han stand betide•spools plaque that
has been erected at Murray Middle School denoting *artier achievements in physics
Libby Hails brc4hor, William Jetton Finney, Ph.D.. 1920-2003. and a member of the
Class of 1938. was instrumental in the school receiving an award and a pillow from the
Kentucky Association of Physics Teachers in 19311. The neer pimple WM hung ID
expound on the acoompiishments denoted on the asiginal mother. Aliso pictured le Use
Faughn. an MMS guidance(=Motor

Calendar contest winners announced

Fletcliet Her entrs will be
-Lai* drawls bad ED lud•
included in the "Home. NM the Resiars lop, Or lair
The
Miong-Callowe) Everyone in 200"- •alendar Hoodes logo awl Or !Picnic
tar &ninon,- in
isset
21)07,Ilouswg
County Board of Bailors. M published h) the Kentusli) *Fair
cooperation with the Keasicky Assoi ration 44 Realtors
The local mow sus eat
• Courtne) Martin. fourth
AsiAlklial1111 of RcAllttin (KAR).
has announced the winners of its grade student at %tuna% Middle. Muted to Nakao,in the Money
Fair Housing CalentLir cynic's! teacher Courtnr Vano%et. pat- mid Calloway f'ounty school
systems. but prissier saws* and
Entries were sought from fourth ent• Kurt and Ihane Martin
home'awoke.. too. die mask
and fifth grade students from winner of S50 sayings bond
• Jennifer Edwards fifth
llie 2007 minim should be
Students who do not wish to dimeghout the community ki be
apply on hat may pick up apph- cosidesed for manikin in the grade
tiorth proud awlseedy for Nevem ft
at
student
sawns or drop off completed 2007 calendar. said Twills Elementary tra.her
Susan
Keenaelty Reim at the kint
forms at Murray's office of Willuuns, via-oust officer. of Earheart. parrot
Jainic KAR mein Lake Ilholdey.
financial aid. which is located in the local hoard
Lae yar'a leg winter wee
Edwards. winner of • $50 savthe basement of Sports Hall at
Jay Green d Calloway Connty's
ings bead.
were
winners
Student
the corner 01 15th and Main
Williams said the 2007 cal- Nadi Elissasawp Sdieel zed
• Haile) Harrison. filth grade
iueets
will he the third sea., tot his *swims was feaweed *wog
endar
Ekmentars.
'Sixth
at
student
For spresouns, sone informathe summer sectior of the oakstics or spec-id asaimace. call teacher Johnn) Wilson. parents the contest
Jar
(2701 1104 2546 locally or I - -Rick and 1./•.I Han-ison winnet
1100.272-46711. examine 3. Of of S yx) sayings bond and
go opportunit) to meet Gin Ernie
tow
an
send
stJ ilficena [tin rrayshoe.edu
EXPERIENCE YOU CAN TRUST'
Family Owned & Operated Since 1987
1-888-852-3451 •270-674-5530• Melber. KY
GREG TRAVIS

Time to apply for financial aid is now
Mintay State I niversity s
office ci MOM financial aid
A oda tosuied
oniker who
are pluming
MOW Nina)
State dieing the 30011,47 academic term lo
their forocoal
aid applications twined la by 1110
primity filingfat.
Apnl
Money as available and filing by
the pnonty date is a definite
• antage.
According to findings gathcred hy the Aniencas Council
.)n Education, nary.students me
1141•44411f 43134asPRII GM"Mt
Aber financial aid that -the)
wouk1 Uri) qualify tor it the)
would only apply
Charle• Vinson. director of
student financial aid at Murra)
says his staff is available to
assist students and parents with
an) question they ma) hase
about the application process.
Al Murray. we are limbos
that more sad more Si our Midi:ma are utilizing the web to
apply because of convenience
and processing time." Vinson
noted Paper forms cite sac
then tour to six weeks Si) be
processed. %Vet) filing speeds the
process so that applicants often
receive a resivonse in 3-5 working days.
The Free Application for
Federal Student Aid i FAFSA i or
the Renewal Free application
must he filed tr. an student
requesting aid for the up:toning
school year Vinson emphasized
that previous year applicants
who are currently enrolled or
planning to return to school
must also file the 20116-oin order to he ,onside,
assistance
Types of financial aid asail
Ask to MIUT8), students for the
2006-07 term are
Federal PeN Grants - 'son
repayable tederal grant,
on the student s calculate,
cial need Amounts are ewes
to range from S400 to S4050 h
the 2(0h-07 year.
Supplemental
Federal
Opportunity
Educational
Grants (FSE061 • tion
repayable federal grants biased
on significant financial need.
Grants are expected to he $500
tor 2006-07
KHEAA (Kentucky Higher
A sublessee
Education
Antimwity) CAP grants - IS
repayable state grants tor
Kentucky residents. Based on
demonstrated financial need.
these awards are expected to be
$1.900 maximum for 2006-07.
Federal Perkins Leas Repayable long-term. low -interpercent) loans made to
esvtle
indents whose family incomes
and total assets place how
upon resources for edu,...
purposes. The loans have s,
provisions for cancellatioe
and/or deferment of repayment
HOWellet. the =vont) is repaid
, period, with
dudes a 10-yar
mama mak 911Irser1). begin
lies Mae ammilts after the guavalam wheat
nia. Lees helnet
llbeetbeVres
low boorp
ewast)loos se eligil
inr
ble sardests enrolled in the non* pagram. Rased on the
fluedel seed of the nursing stu
den.in knots are repaid on
,
me ameael beset deir*a
dent ka‘,
paned after the
them peogreill.
Medleed Lome - Repayable
essi4weed bune-aers knee Si
up lo S2.625 sawaslly ler fft‘h
owe, $3.500 for 'optimism
$5500 for juniors and seniors.
and 58.500 for graduate wa3 111k
Job I..
de.
Rear SOM. 1011 hive a Owl

perient Ihe
Ullefes1 1.11s7 of t
federal go% ernment pays interest
on the borrower'. behalf while
the student is enrolled at least
half time Payment begins six
months atter graduation withdrawal from school or dropping
below a half-time come hod.
(U
Td
Federal
Stafford 1.411911 - Unsubsidized
means that interest as-stimulates
on the loan while the student is
in school and the federal govern
mem does not pay an) portion ot
the unercia. These loans-arc not
based on the calculated nerd of
the student The interest accumulated dunng in-school periods ma) he paid while in school
of capitalized (accumulated and
added to the pnncipal and paid
after leasing school Annual
loan amounts. interest rates and
repa)ment are similar to the
Federal Subsidized Stafford
Loan
Study
Work
Federal
On•srmpu•
ties of up
lumu week
27cirizr
to 2
Quelified souleals
1Is,
'
pate limo:id seeds, %%
interests and aptitudes WV WW1sidered for
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GRAND OPENINGIII
Cense visit MIL POSTMAN'S

these Jobs. The an

of pa) is S5 15 per hunt.
Vinson encouraged saidents
and parents to he aware of the
man) t)pes of assistance Amiable and to ask questions it they
don t understand the guidelines
of need assistance with tiling.
-Those who meet the 1pnl 3
pnont) filing date stand the hest
chance of receiving available
szitIA•
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NOW OPEN!
Serving Catfish Fillets, Broasted Chicker
Seafoods, Country Ham & Short Orders

co to! vpoirmot WO)769-41

Open Everyday except Monday 8 a.m. to 8:00

HOME

p.m.

Cypress Springs Restaurant
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We conducted our audit in accordance with auditing standards
generally accepted an the United States of Amenca, the standards applicable to financial audits contained in (;uvenimant
Auditing Standards issued by the Comptroller General of the
United States. and the Audit Guide for Shenirt Tax SettlemeuLs
issued fn the Auditor of Publit. Acenunts Commonwealth of'
Kent tick% Those standards require that we plan and perform the
'oda to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the finanlal statement is free of material misstatement. An audit
dudes examining. on a test basis, evidence supporting the
.1,ounts and disclosures in the financial statement An audit
includes assessing tht accounting principles used and sigficaint estimates made by management, as well as evaluating
overall financial statement presentation We believe that our
Alt provides a reasonable basis for our opinion
the Sheriff'. ofTice prepares the financial
If fg.(f Ifi Vat
ILisisrrt Accounting that demonstrates
deinent .1 a pt.,
mpliance with thi rio.difivd .i.h has'. which is a comprehen:, basis of accountiiii; r H.r than accounting principles wiserIN accepted in the I 'tilted St .1.-- 1 Anienea

,

In our opinion, the accompanying financial statement referred te
above presents fairly, in all material respects. the Calloway
County Sheriff's taxes charged, credited, and paid as of April 29,
2005. in conformity with the modified cash basis of accounting
In accordance with UoyernioenLAugainig_agngiuggi. we have
,Iso issued W r report dated December " 21X/5 on our coriaidera•,r, of the Sheriff-- internal control ii'.,; financial reporting and
t1r te.t, tit it• (ttliplitinci• with certain provisions of laws, regiations: contract, .itid grant agreementa4 and other matters.
purpose of that report is to describe the scope of our testing
'
Internal control over financial reporting and compliance and
results of that testing, and not to provide an opinion on the
aernal control over financial reporting or on compliance That
port is an integral part of an audit performed in accordance
, dh fdayanathaaLaudappuLataaaaaaa and should he considered
rig the n-sults of our audit
• ••
a-ed on thi.results of our audit we present the accompanying
mments and recommendations, included herein, which di,
A.m.?. the following report comments:
• Lacks Adequate Segregation of Duties
• 'ollateral Should Be Maintained At A Level In Excess OfCash
Balances At All Times
RespectfulIN submitted

Nlartin. Colson. Hale & Henderson CPA's
Audit fieldwork completed
December 5. 21105

INVITATION

Large enough to handle your
insurance needs. small enough to care

In

MANAGEMENT
WE are a well established multi-unit
restaurant franchise that is accepting applications for MANAGERS and MANAGER
TRAINEES. Previous restaurant experience necessary. Daily travel may he nece...iry during traimng period
1 \PI- RIENCED managers t..ul last track
it) tieneral Manager Position in J short

1111111111111111111AIIMME11111111t1
We have audited the Calloway County Sheriff's Settlement 2004 Taxes as of April 29, 2005. This tax settlement is the
responsibility of the Calloway County Sheriff Our responsibility
is to express an opinion on the financial statement based on our
audit

time.
Excellent pay and benefit packages.
We have openings in Hopkinsv ilk.
Paducah. Madison.tile. and Murray

est Fent

JUST give us•call.
well be glad to help,
Your loved este well
try is find,
'Cause we NI have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger I Times,

Call Andrea Jordan at 12701779-1782
of
BRITTHAVEN
Bemon is currently
accepting applicabons
for • cartilled nursing
We
aseilleig elms
Mara wawa Wont,
nay tar Wang tor a
rested% arm as a
called nursing mess,tant We also ofter an
arena banal pack-

Call 753-1916„,

AVON help needed
Only tin to start your
own Avon business
1-877-420-6.567
BABYSITTER wanted
tor 18 month child in
home
non-smokang
Must have references
in Murray area Call
8ikIA-4PM Leave message 436-2619
of
BRITTHAVEN
Benton is currently
accepting applications
to. a pert-tnne dietary
position
ode/cook
Must be able to work
weekends and afternoons Nursing horns
experience is a plus
Apply in person at
Britthaven of Benton
Street
Main
2607
Benton, KY 42025
No phone cells please
EOEIAAE

4190 APO* in Peace at
Beethoven ol Salon.
2607 titan St Benton.
CV 42025 E0E/AAE
No phone calls please
BUSY
physician's
office seeking h ame
CMA Salary based on
exper , ence
Expanence pral•fred
but wa tram Only wious applicants need
apply- Send resume
arid cover Niter to PO
Box 1040-G Murray
KY 42071
CARETAKER needed
for 3 small cabins In
NOW Concord $7 per
hour Involves ligN
housekeeping, laundry
and grounds maintenance Contact Tina at
2934315
Assistant
DENTAL
experience preferred.
Send resume to 1653
Calloway Ave Murray

!Ann! applications
for all positions.
& night. ‘ppl in
person at Sonic.
217 S. 12th. NlurraN.
No phone calls.

to schedule immediate inters iew.
EOE

RETAIL LINK ANALYST
Duties include

Running and analynng

saks data tor J S20 million account.
Entenng
chase

releasing, and tracking pur-

orders.

Ar /CNA

detailed oriented

Candidate %tumid be
with graft ç-- ''C

and math skills. Strong backmostWith
Excel software required

[he Murray Board of Education 1-•
accepting sealed bids for *clued
picturesatrades K•12 Bids will he
.iceepted until LijiajiLlignggy.Agal
10 2006,at the Murray Board Office
Specifications are on file at the Murray
Board of Eduation. Carter
Administration Building. 208 S 13th
Street. Murray KY 42071 The Murray
Board of Education reserves the right to
reject any andier all bids.

PUBLIC SALE
Neon Beach Mini Storage
812 Whitnell Ave.
Sat., March. 25th •8 a.m.
Units to he sold are .A-41, A-13, A
B-38 & F.16 due to non-payment.

hetriowall1111111
Thunmmd Insurance & Investment

Mee

PUBLIC NOTICE
Noltee is hereby given
that Howard Brandon
701 S 12Ih St. lawny,
KY 42071 has Red an
application oath the
Natural Resources and
Environmental
Protection Cabinet to
dace
COMMINed
earthen M iiIke Bledplan to nada Mawr
suitable tor fulweSWwog files The arapsity
as located on the Ilei/ti
sae of Soullaveod
Dnve
approximately 13004
East of US-HtVv-641
on the Northern flooddein of Be. Creek in
the City of Murray Any
comments or a:racoons concerning this
application shall be
directed to Kentucky
Water
of
Division
Water
Resources
14
Branch
Plea/
Rood Frankfort Oleos
Frankfort,
Park,
40601
K•fludiy
Phone (502)564-3410

Xcency seeks a full-time sales
producer Eaisting licensed agent
a ith cant-m.1).e is preferred.

Please fat vour r,)•••• • •

(270)762-9080

Receptionist/ Accounting

Clerk

2fiI,ofi,Itt
(iardner 1 )cmet. In.: a
manufacturer of air compressors pump..
and hkicers has an munediate opening
for a Receptionist/Accounting f'kric in
Ma)field. KY
The successful candidate must he an crier
gent:. detail-oriented person a ith excel
knt computer skills and general account
ing knowledge Good communication
skills along a ith a pleasant and pleasing
peraonalit are a must. A H S diploma
plus 2 years prior office experience pre
(erred
We after ciimpetime agcs and an excellent benefit. package Please send resume
to

Human Resources
-sir Relief, Inc.
P.O. Box 311
%lay field, KY 42066
alls please
Opportimit‘ Employer Ma/WV

ten of Ilestan is ,urrcntln taking
Kamm% for an LPN to till a full-time

ER-

how eser general business applicant
w ill also he considered

maim

position whet includes a 12 hour day
weekend position (Sasada, and Sunday).
We offer w excellent benefit package.

PSYCHSC Readings.
Advice help on all
problems of Ile Mrs,
Am 270-767-0508

Apply in person at Britthaven of Benton
2607 Main Street Benton. KY 42025 No
phone calls please. E0E/AAIE

Devoe pre-

ferred. Send Resumes to: P.O

Box .

Murray. KY 42071. EOE

full time 2r11-10P11.

Prefer experience. hut w ill train

Pleasant atmosphere. good aorktny
conditions. Apply in per -.an at

Fern Terrace Ledge. Fin

NEED
YOU
DO
MONEY/
Join the *1 Beauty
Company.
AVON
Set your own hours
earning unleveled
Join now arid receive a
hoe gift, Gee
270-761-3878 or
1-886-570-6496
EARLY child cars center looking for FT,PT
prolesMonal chid care
provider to guide children ages bah through
12 years old Child
development knowi
edge mimed APPtf If
701 South 4th Street
Murray
FULL OR PART Ilme
housekeeping Murray
Plaza Hoist Apply In
person after 8170PM

BID

aK'HtRil. I'll I I. REa

1

Ills
Agidss
Par
1111

Neese

NNW

III has openings for
*avers in the lAurray
area (270)395-0342
IMMEDIATE opening
for receptionist in doctor's office
Duties
include tiling claims.
dealing villh insurance
companies and pooling
payments Mal be eaff
motivated. good WM
people. have good
computer skills, able to
multi-leek. References
required Mail resume
to. PO Box 1523
Murray. KY 42071
IMMEDIATE °penny
for sakes amestelas
Full and part lime pestsons
Sapenence pseleived
Ste not nommowy
VI011t
WO be Ale
NSW wileberods. end
holldeys Plane wok
at Yesterday's Gift
Patti's
in
Shop
Settlement in Grand
Rivers Ask tor Jan
OPENINGS swindle
Need NOWA probeslain ego" pundit
Pen Owe AL he Owe
evellebi Rowe cell
im4-001W
Sporternan's ANCHOR
RESORT a MARINA.
Wasted on Hwy 68 at
Jonelhan Creek, haring
for 515 season- STORE
CLERKS. Cali for
applicator) and eraseWoo (2701 354-851111

PART an, office ass's
ant needed Salary
$10 19 or higher an
hour depending on
experience Must have
strong computer and
phone slues Access
Excel and Word a
must Send resume to
the
of
Woodmen
World, 401-A Napa
Street, Murray, KY,
attention Nancy, or
bring by office Waled
on second floor
SAFETY
advisors
$2500 month manager
trainees $3000 month
Company will train Cal
9arn-lprn only,
1-800-578-8799
SALES position outside sates powton for
sales in budding materiels
Foreman
Mechanic
(lead mechanic) for
shop work on diesel a
gas vehicles Send
resume to P0 Box
1040-I. Murray, KY
42071
SEEKING dependable
person for full time
rnaareanenes position
Some manual labor
required
(270)753-2072
WAITSTAFF needed
part time Tues-Sal Call
the
Pizza
Pantry
(270)345-2225
WANTED
personal
aid
Room
board
wages rowboats
271131111-2541
WE LOVE POSITIVE
ATT7TUDESI
S'PORTABLE
SCORESOARDS has
postions avalletsle for
center minded indrinduan %rah superior people skies and a miniof two years Wes
•
aimnenoe As a Sales
Aeffectate you vaill be
well% Intl new and
sae1$ aiskanses prima* by lasphone
and Internet from our
IAmey once
If you are upbeat. conflate. (May vateldng
MIA MOIL hese enslisidng phone MY
and ewea ressereng
coon plans eppty
%VS den andlinit pay

with a bonus Incentive
den and a compeller*
bengal peclage
Email resume to
car••rs•scor•Wendt coin or candies the online apt*
cation at MN decor*
board' comremploy
merit
WES
DEVOLOPE
TEM ACMIDI

r -

A leader In ethantionel
Vie
Netneces ter
leeching Induelry for
over 30 yeses is seeking an eirposlericed
business arab epodes
Son devekifier. end
Lime eplant NO**
Valor The best candidate should be alluded
in LINUX RED HAT,
PEAL.
APACHE
PHP
JAVASCRIPT
CSS HTML HTML
*MI.
MASON
PYTHON. BASH. C,
TSCH. and have complete understanding at
SQL. laySOL. and
PostgreSOL Mambases An underelembig
of Bricolage content
and
management
Blackboard Lk* re a
plus The candideN
shoultl be condonable
developing tor both
Lanus Red Hat and
environWindows
and experiments
enced in *Dogma
solutions to mast business needs Please
and
resume
send
history
to
salary
*Also& y0hotmagoorn

IESt Ditters
CLEANING houses is
Cal
business
my
Linda H 759-9553

at/ESTABLISHED
brush limning business
for Nis. Enessehre
training wastes Wel
purchase Call
293-8157 for detells.
INTERNET
investment 1-866-369-3485
Buying and setting on
the net

2000 shagballs.
753-1376
55 pion Anus Colon
ladt stand Al access
$2110. 7111-1516
519-09110
SE000081
suns,
dealt.
boatman*,
General
delft
re/newsier. MEM
prom
CINDERELLA
dreams 1 size 4 yel
las 1 Nee ebbs* $150
isech 270402-11614

11111619
4-room Sallelee Sys
tarn fres Total Choice
only $29 99 per mo for
first 3 mo
0180
Showtsme
Stan free
for 3 mo Beatley
Antenna & Sabah
750-0901
HARTKE bees guitar
corer. and amp 11150
pooi
Monterey Se
VOA POO.CM ON 6
at 767-1111219
JACUX14,1*. eats
parson Cower slept
cover Mt, and cheers
cols included $1,000
firm 270-978-1014
NEW Localism
Beesley Anima II
Sena* Pies mowed to
Olympc Plus (across
from Murray State)
Come by and see our
wide selection of HD
televerens. enteriwnment centers. home
!heeler.
aerobia
sound sec 750-0001
PLAYSTATION I a 2
GAMES Now soklirart
ed at Wood Electronics
on the Court Square
Huge Selection Great
Prices, 753-0530
STRAW tor sale $2 2`,
bale idayl 753-458:'
(rught) 750-4718
USED 48 ft semetras
er Would make excel
lent stofarja 81,600
080 762-7300 to.
rnformshon
WHITE seen wedding
capped
so
dress
sleeves. size 16, $200
270-7534909
Call
after 5P161

USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins
or the s

isow

COMPUTERS
A. Called Technican
Seivios! repairs
710.39911
WILD lbw Swaim
Internet No phone line
retwired Up to 512K
download speeds for
$4956 per month
Wood Electronics
270-753-0530

ANTIOUES Cos Larry
753-3833
BUYING punk cars
trucks, tractors and
metal boats 436-5235
CASH paid for
good. used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S 12th
Murray
GOOD used refrigerators atomic ranges
gas hawses air osndboners,
baseboard
heaters Used canalmg 753-4109

Arida
Per Ilsa
1119.911
Free Dish lilehvorii 4
POOM lalebil system
OVA upgrade available
Programming
starts at $1999 per
mo Get 8 channels d
Stan free for 3 morals
Beasley Antenna &
Selena 758-0001

r

753-1713

Nonni I
2002 Kubota L3010 4
WO 400 hours. Indus
tnal tires. 6' finial
mower. 5* bush hog.
box bade Cal
293-5030.753-3832
TWO row carousel
tobacco setter. virth
100 gallon eater tank
In good condition
Phone 731-4984363
Uas Peril]
COMPLETELY set up
1/2 we,$10500
753-6012

SINGLE AND 00USLEEK= - Bring
your deed - That's all
you need - New Used
and Repo's - Cal today
at 7314424447.
25R mobile home and
lot $13,500 753-6012
93 14x70 Clayton 2EIR
28A stove, cashiwahOr microwave. Mal
move 4024192
96 Fleetwood HIM.
2 Baths
OW
4
$14,500
(270)252-1311 Home
519-01110 Call
3 bedroom. 2 bah dou
bawds does to new
Wal4ilert in Carndenl,
731-584-9109

Sherrny Ledger
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YARD SALE
1514
CANTERBURY
is
OAT TAO

Illiess Mr OM

nuermires. Mem* 13, MI• SO

111111111Mn

STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS

2001 Elsinore! Sport
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1.1N01111011111E1110
'ug We parted conknow GMM
YARD SALE
*CONSTRUCTION
dam Pies
droves *ATTENTION
leslause Moo
Pwo
our
Oman
%imp
WORMERS
IMMO
in
Lase
39 Jamie
Mao. KY. This
lausweemee &
STELLA 2ND
greet $7 000
Immearv iiss0 WNW 0101110 tillsidesse.ISP
Futon Ounk est
Conanowse
PROD
home lemma diem:pm window
226-2017 or 435-4041
HOUSE ON
wow we awes et own mama immaidow
I1CTS 40- TO% Wow
cox limn Vara
ceramic edging and becluiphishils.
wasepung esemmons aaariamai apos ewe
KIRKSEY
COP*
For
tianissolef
flosem MIMS goe
glamour hadi with separate *cower
Vaal drovers booting* iseing same ease
lamer
Sled14&
diet Oill nos
We
it
HWY
4114111.5
remesed
COL e pan
addrees
laWan
Cf0W1/1 molding throughout. Zone
•
Mhos Ids dotes
04 Dodge Intrepid Lep+ NIT&Nionni
Taps lone soft in dna seat fi
a
FRI
SAT
III insulation pacimos. guttering. 107 oisk tab 11101111
AmeesernuNC es
furnOwe
mai. poem 11111011•100 Pew Horfeduaess.KV
losamile
around
Cionler 1 JIM
3/24 a 3/25
sower Is. power IMMO
Swipe Cosaftwasin • Hillen limos an
kitchapfliaseaa. amisal air aad a
ma
aminies
ifq .
31104770
MIMI. CO. V41.1111.1100
need aposomell
7AM-GPM
hnck finsarkalaa. Priced at 949.900.00 763-12e. memos
•One oder One Meek lad senters salt Sank 1111111414-1110
11/741887
YARD/
t, .1
k side. Planaciag available
Lots of stuff
4Ose Memo We
IMO Demo° lassoes OM MIMI mover Sows sendoidawt we* is 171111/
ESTATE
ma waft by revel .4 ZOO ides it 3111141101.0
Ilate
'•
• ith appried credit. For more infor- MARTY
MAW
COX Loaded.
For ode or rens SOON
ISO=
t Starks Bros Home, ST
imition
odes Cow Ms men it main,aim elllo plea Lesurepon Regis to Cairesste
SALE
110118101 n Wolk PO Ow 92 3203
4IA IL Nipt Indic area
'arid e
coeds ol
I-800
70 unworn weelose- Lascaler KY 4044
Fortleatly
Seseley
Pow Ann Cal ale'
1 550
TIMM 111111111111111
MINIM & Satellat
1-275 saws Owner
Pers for erley Sill For 0119171111-407S ECIE
30 7S3-31146 or
111111111111D
79118031
Miss inlemellem otek
Moc k ingbird tawrioing avelabas 4
293-0SM
or
CaMilliell
tOLINIERCIAL meld
NMI 09
(270)41194116 teem
•L RN s to 1248w CNA x 4111TC gm Mod do.
11111160011M Sib
Drive
96 Dodge inassid. uNgssesiew id On to
7110 up to 3.000 sq
message
Maw
Hiring me Moe awry mop
3L
3
Red
oft.
94.
1006 Experienced persoraw end oak SIG aep•
I--. __._Js or
restroorns.
CAM
Sat March
**My Proloosioni
UWE Oak Apia
3 bedroom. 2 bath
2nd
1101.
towed.
-3064/134821
Coeiderio
01141y of parting.
for sioesdai LTC arid check&
Appeasing
horns near Camden &
No* Remodeled
owner. edloseirawned
25
11111111Me1 localkm new
oeriedlevelle.rn Dawns sem no le Et
lor nag Es waffh"
ISA $290 00
Uralic* Lead' Only
SUMPS
eon WOO $2500
Nlitild bulldog 404 N
KIMINNys S were gout OCTs eug SIN
(01191119411111
7:00-?
S39.988111
112/R $340 00
OPPORTUNITMS
761-37Aa
St Man Cal sams.
40a.osiurpies
OuSsion Anges
731-5144429
MIR $425.00
O stsr
91
grew IITC1101 COM
*America
1003
Olds
s
711H11711
Rogeftwilft
(602)4551155
dewed
$100
special
merit
bull1110 MO
FISHERMAN S
two-BR unlit Eacollers High miss midisad °manure!, Oen your www gua!doe nangutI - •Oriver New Pas TWA
Specalln 2 bedoom, 1 tor galled appicanIs
YARD
SALE
or eel for palt.. MO •
Dolaw or Wier ode%corn
MO.
Oire hours 8-2
ricorn•-produc•r
Ouarwneed
Nem
ball & lake lotni ono,
Plus More (news does,
Mon-Fn
5125.000 See Meng 474-8787
$27.995 Call now"
Planning estekernis We do to
Ewers
*Mow
1001.11
11110reeerveee
puppies
Cal today tor-- At(C Boxer
127720 at
mcpwi
F vet peer.
731-5644430
8 0 0 - 29 - 29 1 5 - We provide wagered
1605 Parttime Dr.
Melee: I Wind*. I
winvalltheasangs coon
$60000 okra Full Wow
appoint
pre-set
Weds.
3006 CLOSE OUTS Demount Pads We.
lawn. MPS molt
279-75341011
IN new *rude mom.
Sat March 25
and
Singlevoides
i arena dpallores co*)- mend product irenrig
Fameir. (1) 9 owe
279-227-1545
1997
Chrysler
&
Town
weekly
Espenelise
Buy
Doublewides
Teen Discount Zone and safes support St
7AM-2PM
NOW LEASINI1
Old Call Mei 4
Country LX Wham win
wlsefed 11011441 den
save
and
today
www toondiscount Pore memo
1 2$ 3bedroom Apla (270)41124016
tan leather, loaded.
Paw ousailei lueloons au KY 160
$1.000's WE OWN
We accatuf Seam
00G Obstatince
clew 136000 odes SOIM-00,11)-- Midas. sales
clothes.
books.
OMNIonoe Clown Owing' Opens,
THE BANK - Call lode),
fwerallismNIens
S
8 vouchers
Master Tram'
M 7314424436
KENTUCKY'S Largest 64100000 761-INN besilerm.cend From meowed 110041047/75 Cnsmonnu
Average
Apply at Mt-Cal Apt.
nom,decor Sums
436-28611
Lakes!
mew
1400-618- .10
146.900
SI 25' nun
TAKE WWII PICK 902 Northwood Or
RAT Timer puppms. 6
too much ID MI
CHANCE'
LAST
36.4
Need 5 Bedrooms and
Monday.
41411 the HOTTEST resokend No ftwoeddloweeks old 753-2293
Dockable waterfront
3 Baths or how out 4
product in insurance pooch Plea osepropi
Wednemby. Friday
thanwei Miens. Seel
horn 519.900 Final REO 1901 Chewy slap
homoryi Kg Premium Older woes emilmorli
Bedrooms and 2
Phone 759-49114
pant & Blue point
INIPMCOS
363 strokor
Mese in proem side
Baltis/ Both priced n
Equal Housing
Medicate Advantage Dock We Cal law al
$100 (731)015-7405
osmoraiMr. snips Hot truck
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fhs $504 Call
Rail your ad la
Oppoiluney
vi/Part 0 Included Tar 1400-6ilman
Met 5170p m
newel 27(14104M
insmillale
Homeowners Dopey
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7314424436 today,
TOO e1-800-648-6056 Full blooded blonde
Complete me of it,
POW deaf socollonf 97 MO amomwo alb homes wergild lor writ heath & 1110/1911911 pro- •Ortver
Owner
Labs Born 2/10/06
MUST be moved 1996
mrniilodpenom
CS owner 1270y/24- 04- SENO oao siding %widows rods
RED OAKS APTS.
tection prodmds 'Earn Operators we need
Ealing an thew own &
model 210 28A IWO
s
(270)762-4121
Mittens Guaranteed
011oofoi
$1260-62 SOO weedy Your help New ownread/ kw good honw 2
mobile home includes
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YARD SALE
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1-800-251-0943
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sale Hove alto for banii
due to CO
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Fri a Set
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bed
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rooms. 2 full baths
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OF WILDLIFE- DEER, TURKIA RABBITS, QUAIL...A MUST SEE
FARM IN S.E. CALLOWAY CO.
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*Calloway County Farm Sex% ice Agency Farma 1008 Has ing 106.1 Acres
In CRP Program With Annual Income Of S6.436.00
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BUY 4N1 TRACT COMBINATION, OR ENTIRE PROPERTY!
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luckier this fall than you have coh011e. Whet you want to do is
hen in a while. If you are in
Miler his weekend with a clean
all I.
k. ityou 1141111
Mae and plenty of lime to play
that status goodbye It ou arc and erqoy. You might want to
attached. your relationship will relhink a personal meter more
heriefit from die generally happy mil". Tonight: If you want
neer lo an wrilhilion
clay of this yeat. LEO reads nay it.'
(Aug.23-Sept. 22)
you cold.
•*** Toss around an issue
look at it in as many ways
rhe Stan Shwa the UM at and
Ile possible Your creativity
they Joel Have: 3-Dynamic;
Opine OUt, making nearly any
P(.sIIgsc: 3- Average 2-So-so: thing possible Loosen up and
I Ihtlicult
make what you need happen
Schedule lime to wind down
ARIES (ftlarch 21-April 19)
this afternoon Tonight Find
a**•* Wince your friends sorrulhing relaxing
are is where you estiuld kite ID LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct. 22)
be Make plans acCordingly. a a * a a You come from a
knocking out VOW to-do list this basic point of Mr*. As a result,
momong You rTilgtit isdirt to cal
you will come out on top Your
it an early lay Why not? cleciltiOns mark the next few
Everyone needs to recharge den. Listen well to someone
his or her batteries sometime
you care about. He or she siP
Tonight Where you are the
make a difference. You might
•iction is
as well plunge into your weekTAURUS (April 20-May 20)
end early Tonight The tun-lov•or* Use the Morning to finish
ing you makes great choices
Jp research or handle plans SCORPIO(Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
involving an wi-law or trip Know
a*** Your words could move
how much ground you need to mountains right now arid wh,,
cover and go off and do lust not? You laugh. and others
that By the afternoon others
rally around you They want to
make plans with you Tonight A
force to be dealt with
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Realize what you
need to do in order to make a
possible
plan
long-term
Discussions with a key person
enlighten you and point the
way You might want to rethink
a decision that revolves around
a friendship Tonight Flex
Plans will change

w

10)
*•** You ere in OM erig
the day begins. Just be sure
you donl dame *mush your
checking account W1111 Its
same high velocity. Vou might
want to rethink a quelliOn more

caraffully bekwe making a decision Thom is your ally lbnight
Pay bills first.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 11I)
***• You might be slow to
get started but you could win
the Tour de France by the end
of the day The Moon drape into
your sign adding to your
desirability
charisma and
Realms that what needs to happen is possible wath a push
from you Tonight- As you like it
PISCES (Feb. 11141arsh 20)
*** Use the deylight hours to
accomplish what you need to
Somehow, you might not be

able to accomplish all you want
anyway It appears you have
tun yourself int) the ground
Tahe ON for the weekend. dinermined to get some R and R
Tonight Huddle in
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actor Steve Mailmen (1930).
magician Harry Houdini (1874)
•••
Jacqueline Wear Is on the
Internet at http://www.lacqueI i nebigar.com
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Musician Dave Appel (1922).

good feelings nounsh between
you and another persof;
Tonight Stay home
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
**** You can twist and turn a
money matter without coming
to a conclusion Listen to someone close who has strong open
ions Listening doesn't mean
you have to accept this per-
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